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.Foreword
re

THIS BULLETIN has beem preptred to help teachtrs, super-
visors, itudents of education, and others gain information and

understanding about current practices and developing trends in the
social studies programs of elenwntary schools throughout the Nation.
Emphasis is given to ways in which social sttdies adjusts to the
cli^nges of living in an age of aerospace proportions. A major
objective of the publication is to help reader discover ways in which
schools are developing various aspeas of the social studies, as a
nieans of improving or moving forward their own programs. 4;

The information concerning sociaLstudies programs has been
gained (1). from cloy contact with m.aily State and local school sys-
tems., professional organizations, and.colleges- and universities, and
(2) from significant publications in the field, especi;lly books, bul-
lit iis, joyrnals, and social studies curriculum guides.

Appreciation for reading all or seJetions of the manuscript is ex-
tended 'to members of tile Office of Education staff, incruaing Helen
K. Mackinto§h, Chief, Elementary Schools Section, Paul K Illaci-
,00d, Specialist for /flemenlary Srieng, Lillian Gore, Specialist far
Early Childliog,c1 Education., Willis (. Brown, Specialist for Aria-
tion Education, and Mayo Bcyce, Specialist for rdisnatio4 in the Arts.
Appreciation is-ilso extended to Phillip Bacon, Associate Professor.
TX1(hers C'olle'g, Columbia I'niversity, for reading the sect ions of
geographic education ; to John U.4Michaelis, Professor of Education
Vniremity of California. Alice Mid, Professor of Education, readt*
(yrs Colkge, Columbia liniverAity, I)orrls May Lee, Associate Pro-
fessor.o7 Edurafion, Portland State 'College, Howard H. Cummings,
Specialist for ffociat'Science and Geography, Offiee of Ethuwilon, and
to Dr. Bacon also for assisting with the bibliography.

Special thanks are given to the many State, city, and county super-
visors, directors of instruction principals, and teachers who con-
tributed photograyhs for the biiletin and who facilitated the yisiting
of their schools for firms -hand observation of good practices. _'The
cover picture Ns'as contributed by the United Nations.
.1. DAN HULL,
Director, Instruction,
Organization, and
Services Branch

VI
Ari

ON

E. Gum?? FEATHERSTON,
Asifestern1 CamissiOner,
Division of State and
Local. School Systems
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CHAPTER 1

Imptioving'the Social Studies
/

TII E STEPPED -UP RATE OF CHANGK in our technologi al
world and the implications of man's aktempt* to penel raze spakv

retpire a living:, tiexible, on-going type- of scial studies program.
While coping with tlatio changes, teachers and sAipervisors also are
trying to keep a good balance in the social udies with regard to the
cultural aspects of (>ur he

In this aerospace age, 17eog-raphic undertt.andingli are mon ir»portant
than ever before, I t is et.-%._-sential to know atxxit people and their coun-
tries throughout the world. -Time and space reltit i9nships are of in-
creasing significanek flirnale and wivather information have
heightened interest for traveling A mericans,-bot h children ark(' adult&
More is known now about our earth-its shape, its polar areas, the
depths of its oceans, the nature of its glaciers; and about the sun and
outer space, Although significant additional di: t eerie and infor-
,

illation grew out of the international ,(;eophysical ear, this seems to
be' just he beginning of increased k now ledke concerning t he eart h and
the earth in space. children and teachemare 'finding it. an exciting
adventure_ to keep informed of thenew developments.

The child's world is becoming wider and wider at 'an earlier age for
him than ever, before, lie traiels, meets traveling Americans' and
foreign. vi to and sees many placeii--often-distantini television.
Even community study in primary grades is, being -bmadened to the
expanding community. In general it can be said that the development .

of international understanding,is being carried out lower in the gradeAs

than waiiiformerly believed pmsible.
Does micern for the child beemne lost, as the impact of the aerol

space age males social studies instruction and curricula? The
answer is reawuring. Most. of the newer social studies guides describe
children's characteristics' at the various developmental levels of
growth and point out implications for social studies instruction.

1
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14 4
SOCIAL STUDIES LN THE FLEACENTART

any worthwhile field t_rtN are simple and are per the school.
Sometimes the children go on a walk to observe natural rwources, orto visit a nearby stem or tire station.. Other trir*-- requiring trangpor-tation may be to a mark.eti a department More,-a raiirtiold matiop, or alibrary. More distant trips narky be, to a net tporing town or city orto visit a farm or dairv. E year numerous children visit he N ation's capital city, D.0

y children in t he Star n too diet from Netake a trip awe to visit nit4i Nations and seie thre toand harbor of this great m Apropolitan Winter.
g-r- ftde cla.% from Alexandria, Va., and a sixth
in on D.C. have made this trip and writtm to t

CliN
buildink-rN

r fi

from W#i&I

tit
exviting trip for elementary clikiren is know RS "I__tion 5 In cohnekAimi with the mudy of aviation orlarger tapir of transportation, many que&qicgi's arise concerning ways oftravel by sir. As a direct nmms of gaining such information in ameffective way, the childreli plan a trip to the sires with their teatherThey visit the terminal building where they w t ick, reserva-lions and luggage are handled. They see the air try ffic mntrol towerand its functiom in operating plane At the weatherburu,bureau, they see how wfttitex information ted and mod.

Outside, the children see the runways and the wind tee, I f.markers., radar, service trucks, hangars, and other aids for ailt-As andplums. They see various types of aircraft tome in and depart.
Sometimes, at the invitation of an airline, the children beard aplane,. They may meet a pilot or hostems. They try out the seats andlearn how to famem the seat beim They find out how to turn thelights and air on and off. The guide lets a few at time c infrathe me 't to see the control board and instruments
Each child is given s-onw wings to pin on his clothim to show thathe has beim on a plane. The children are ready to return to schooland continue their study of aviation through reading, discuseimt, see-mg films, and (*Ilex activities. groupe children, accrompa-Riad by Wither and parents, actuall take a short flight. while on thisfield trip,

5

4 Willeeekrnea, Mary erni4 I said to Wins~ law new Ctimpital Mtg. WaialartosGoimmiesest Pristoms 1106/1. 49 p. attilktia ma, 15, U.9, Dopormemt atIllehicatUtn, azd Welfare. OW* at BdeettimI ra Airport sad You. Selma mid Collage Berries. United Lb lAaoo. Mese, : TimMilted Aar Liam In& 12 p.
Severna Orogen Pry Bair Wimp. Dopartimpost of lanottattry Selma Priaelpalikdenial Baseatiou Amoseittim Wasblaiton 3 im Download, 1 990. 82 p.
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Problem Solving

15

valuab experie=nces childrm hftvt in xi1 %;= I 1 eAS

living. Some of the pm.)bleins in primary grade*i have
lothing= (irtmuks of childre-ii may set up a clothes c&r e

WI

where helpful rnmerials and li-iol-----tqich as
kitiN and cleansin isctues---arr available_

Here the childrei wive *lime
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toggfwv thop when loth are iabeleA as to F6r-Al and as to whether

they are for trade or F4A16. Other prob eims at the primary level may
Mate to msking friends, developing is1a.4xtx-wi libraxy, or planning
4

hi interi1W4i ate grnd: pupils
udi M1 IM Thette- le

%ater supply. _wee-taming f
for the studetit council, or lea ir
t "niteid States or about wi-ne fore tirn con nt rv.

Through t wase niany p MbIK11 Jiving periellevts
arn how to identify ents,, cwgianize for sludy, and work toward
elf- *Alit ion. They learn to at=w314 ympons:_ibility, al their matuniy

ierd, for naming the_ir own problems ard imprtivinf condition._
rmnd thtm. They grow in the .shilit7 to mutts an(_ &sic to

think and work independmtly. Problem ving Iswing an imporunt &s
1d of the democrat lc American way of life,

problems in 11w soc ial (.4

!A ety hazards, the
V-P tit

the
rem:v*4n

*boil t a difieretit rew -Al

Direct Learning

By direct learning expo:Imre*: childrm achieve understandin_gs
Is within themselvft that wid to be richer and deeper t
many otbex types of learning activitim The c who

tants and cares for pine 9eetilinp is likely to deveit-T 1110 11.--now

how and appreciation for trvieo titan one who only Math about and
verbalizes about thona. The children who visit a food market, buy
son* rattrotps reurti to whool. wash and cut up these hmithful vege-
tables, and enjoy eating the carrots with their friends, umally have
a mom worthwhile and metnorahle experience than those who only
mid or listen to a story about other children having a similar
expexisuce.
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T *41
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1unie contain an excellent quality of p=
at to the interests f the idren.
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4=7 V7Y
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the children hav
reference and
se of texti-x-x,

C eihddriin read one
_t=t C()fllfl1011 basis of understanding and then read widely in other

the same
and shared

are
Upb or in

if.K Whichever
r nrjnted materia

r=ai i4_71

ialp

Information from the wi
g er

C

ireri of the rronp. In other

ence in the sixiaj studies.

__g and
.

A i 1 1 in
many of the concp
rums, rnps, hints. reeord-

oks eaAiL which the 7

study common p or
X -XL wide reading from

part of childreiis reading experi-

rig Audiovisual Aids

to audiovisual mat.
cial stn iievs. Much

an
done

he

is especially %Titl-
e information and

with the far away or the long ago. I le-
LIN_ and radio bring much clearer under

more miitv to the.-x% .1 )f study print

television viewing brings significant events to children at
°mem of wrurrvnee. Some of thet* are seen and heard at

nd ie at home. They become the basis for much stud7
wussion of current events and other aspects of social studies.

Nw-imb_ Of4=trott B. end ton R. Jones. B-k 1.4=#t for Rm.i.U1
grate Afrim. Australia _StaW tweut of EdutIon

: The Dvpartment, 1W57. 16 p.

Frun Gertrude cotd Other& Or Aryierl HetAgrTold Through Poetry. State
11-epariment of Eduention (Idaho). Rolm*: Tim thapartment_. 195. 118 p

aM A1to B. Jorw Os Upon a Ttatr fit Aerkv. (Soda! Rtudk-a lAbrary
p v.:latent- --Grades 2.) State Department of Mutation (Idaho) Bole : The Einmrt-

ment. 1954. 5* p.
Newcomb. Citrtrude E. mid Alton B. Jon. Book List for Racial Studies. Righth Grade.State Department of Eduestion (Idaho)... }loins : The Department 1W51. 14 p.

MB, WilbOigalua. "Social Btuie Text:WAR for Chilffren.' Roeol Edgmtion, 1$ : 72-76,
F.brus_ 1954.
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for children to male int rei_ting and effective and mor-r difficult for
the listener. This' is ally true when every i1 of a
asked to male a tvport and all the cheers are miquired to 1i4
them all. Attention often wanders and leart can diminish rapidly
Alert teaches give children side hl guidance in spraking in-
teret#ingly. a) ha ill will limen and all can hear. Their pupils u
visual aids and original ways to print their Rubjects. They give
special reports and other prentations as needed by the clam for its
study and not as mom ro itine gn ment for ail.

Throughout we udy of Audi dren have nume
and continuing opportunities to learn and prwtive ills in crittca
thinking. This is McO`_ im ant L._ L of leerning in a dftnoemey
and in the timm The cc>mpl xity, of modern life and the divergen
forces at work in the world today make it iiwrenaingly nmessftry for
individuals to think critically and intelligeatly about what they read,
see, hear; about what they and others do; about problems and con-
ditions around them.

Children in the elementary achool learn about a rrelit happening
from several sources: newspapers, magazinft, tele ision ra4io, and
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to form a conc_ or

people t wing tie
qu,-Ft for kn wi t e childmn are uncius and a

are helped to consider the information en 11 i *fore dr-Aw tg
oone IISIOTIS or taking action au their problemss and proje4

1W7.i ar
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which th,
rbey learn t

Ana

middle and p
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an learn to rec%rnize P n
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a to ittui
undemt, and.

caller e certain namm u h ,... or f )r-
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k._
CAMPS unfavorable implications and can be 11Stid. VaillSt

11111uAly by uhOFSor =s who wish to deride them,.
The ba on of propagmnda can be undervood by children

as they mad frmit-pare news in sorne paters and c*rtain advertise-
a.-

the p ndiAs' tMLnique of implying that eve -vane is doing the
and that the r---der or iken should also.

Slanting, the big lie, mrd garking (wlection and ern R7..im
glittering generality, the plain-folks appeal, distomola, the ttEvAi-

and prejudiced headlines 1* are other t of pmpaganda
methods about which children can become aw etiv-=a -icily with
tegadlex and parent gvidance.

Socializing Experiences

During lar cdnum of learning ww, al studiewi_, children have
numerous opportunities for experienm that contribute to their mcial

1

fir. R*0 to Read_ a Nev.. Cbsin eft, foreman &
101-144.
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Here the children exu*rienc* many
eapn know and fir what democratic
take turn2N to ch( zw-* a leader, to plan
to do their part, to are with other and
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i and follower-
or mom 7 UN
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wwiety ntiv4 rwovide the uppartunity fur themi

in a
crow In tlitAr ability

ti) use the demcm-ratir rtrixrt-7,-. in their dap-to-da life the elamnimm
Youth will learn democratic eitininAip to the extent they live it."

In other parts of the srhool program , the children learn _about rep-
rtwmtative government bv such is ass the _-_441( en t cf-Juneil and
whix-41-wide comnlittees hich have re, t =1 t varicais
rooms. Oppoi-lunitles to CO 0 certa in mats" such as school proj
ects and various kinds of give pupils ex p hence in making
community decisions through the v e ildren also vote for dub
and class secs or chairmen on a cl&_ rfAtom as well as school-wide
basis.

11 Reefs! RtrId= M H._k_oe. A T nthHve eurrieulilm Ord OneThrough Twelve TPX-P.8 MUM_ tiOn Ag-imey. Auwin E The Agency. 1M. E.
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child Wit

CI11 re bMkt,
I OAS, playfoods, television, movies drunts, 111 US1CA toys, buildi

houm furniture tricyclm, ca m-. and airp anm
Events which provide much joy and k*rn ing to kindergarten

hildm are bi hd holidays trim. Kiterlain ing o_
tainecl by other ems, and visits by t h princips
visitors, and otheTs_

Participation with lier children abtfiat
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to bruttlen the __Midi's world, and (2) vi d thcme----sviai i zing ex-
pewielims nAleti by the young chid in his ea y xpmielte*s mitside
the home,
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To aiwisA them ire re ising the }el rida Social Studies uide
tral Planning Comm i teie has made an extensi
childrenks interftitti. concems, qut ions, and pro le rela
t he i n_s v I r e s and others and to their expanding I fespacv in soci
synthesis of thftAe finding% providw infer-I/Nor-en ynnti h4
etimtinu gocial 4-1111Le .4% tear-hi- Theme

Con
r dm

rands haNe [gin or-
ganiztild into twel =e larg,:e problem area which will provide direction
and framework for sepcial udies curriculum planning. The reas

Theraiseivm
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'Their ectuNA
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"flu4r country
t=imber peoples of tb world
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Concepts hom tMe Social Studists

As one is for its program iif social udies curriCtiluni
the California State Central ('or unittie on Social Studies went directly
to the social sciencesto the litenitare, and to social scientiAs of the
major collem and universities r)f the State. Conferencw4 workshops,
and committee work developed. Out ©f time studies grew lists of
concepts from eight sociii; scienms, including gepirrapliy, history,
psychology and social twychologv, phihAophy, effonomics, political
science, anthropology, arld sociology.'

Itkiesestsrg Reasi &Woe& (A Pretin1nar7 itsport..) Ptah Departintsr at Edamties (rt.). Tallahassee: The Department, p.
4 ihrildisig Cairrcohns se Soda; Straw /fir Pw4fte lichotosis fif Canfonblift. litatie De-

;Nutmeat of ikluestion (Calif.). earramente: The Departmmt. 1967. p. 13-4/1.
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leeting rr tat 1 n =he problem in teruis
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Nutwg-tance of a dr 4tri is rt "1 in its nature
taluvo is the m(w.t persistent and important prIlblem faced by

human brings
9 _Man wt mt make c t se c e #nc ic knov, let f, accentttktk com-

goirim_turk.. analytic judgment. and his system en err irkg h w he
will u__Ae thr moil-um*4_4 of the workl.

10 The work of pu-bciety is done thni organited rroul*: find group
membership invoilveo opportunities. responsibilities. and the development
of ifkdership.

11. ()Moulted group life of all types. lutist at in a(vorflanoe with es lished
rules of social relationship and a s: ysteuf of social eont rola,

12. 411 mat ns of the modern world am part of a global interdependent
syKtem of economic. ww-lal. cultursl, and political life.

13. Democracy is based on belief in the integrity of man, the dignity of the
individual, eqiiality of opportunity, man's rationality. man's goodnerta,
man's practicality, man's ability to govern himself nnd to solve tis
problems cooperatively.
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Emphases

Throughout the e1enientary wfficial studies program, a number of
emphases appear where appropriate and in terms of pupil needs and
social trends. At times these emphaws may take the form of a social
studies unit and at other time they are continuing strands which are
includeti in many units over a period of years. Often they permeate
the entire school day and are not confine-4A to social studies alone. Out
of thole eniphais are g-rowing forwardlookin
enable the elementary child of tOday, to a.%urne his responsibilities
with regard to the world in which he lives.

practices hicli will

Citizenship

An aspect of social studies and social living considered highly
portant for 'all pupils in a democratic society is (-ilizenship. Bo
and girls learn about the rights and responsibilities of themselves and
others through their daily experiences- of working and playing in
groups. Early in their s_whool life, children learn that they and others
have property rights that must be respectecl. Later they learn about
taking turns, listPning as well as speaking, and about the nature of
our many freedoms in this country.

With the rights and freedoms of the individual in our democracy
come the responsibilities of citizenship. Children learn early to carry
out responsibilities in their classroom, school, and neighborhood.
Under wise teacher guidance they care for bookshelves, flowers,
school supplies, and the natural resources of their school grounds and
in their neighborhoods, as their abilities and skills develop.

Participation in many kinds of democratic proctk-IFies is constantly
made passible for children so that they can develop skill in this way
of life. They have an active part in planning, carrying out, and
evaluating their social studies and other experiences so that they will
grow up as effective participants in democratic living. Problem
solving on a group or individual basis is a central part of this way of
living and learning.

Children learn many things about government in elementary
schools, both directly and indirectly. As they participate in making
group decisions, setting up standards, and sharing responsibilities
for leadership and followership in their classrooms, they are learning
ways of group goveniing and control. When they select, a rvpresenta-
five for a school committees or a student council, they are having their
first experiences in representative government.

.11
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Many elementary schools have gadent councils. which carry on
artous responsibilities and activities. These councils make re4LI con-

tributions to the school program in such mattes as safety, hospitality,
ealth !hoof ground care and beautification, and miebration of hol-

idays. They provide excellent opportunities for all the children to
particip&te in the management and government of their Fithool in cer-
tain appropriate areas through repres*ntatives, democratically chown
by the various cl*L_Itis. Good prafAice does not imply that the student
council would pa.% judgment on individual children for their be-
havior: It doefs give opportunity, however, for working toward the
solution of skthool problems with the wise guidance of the prim pal
and one or more teacliers

Economic UMIlitiOrt

In rent years, inc rekogrition has been given to economic
cc/um-Han RS an important area of learning at the elememtary school.

level. Children learn a great deal about work and workers. They
learn about various kinds of management, In a hcaising gudy at the
third-grade level, for example, they learn not only about the carpen-
ter, the plumber, the contractor, and the architect, but also about the
relationAips of the workers with the owner and his family. The
one concern for learning about ownership, management, and other
workers is true in the study of stores, m and other types of
business; and of fanning and industry.

Through their various school and home experiences children learn
a great deal about Faving and banking, budgeting, earning money,
and buying goods and services. They may have a play store or pact

office. They punch&% tickets for short excursions, often having
earned all or part of the necessary money.

Progress is being made in identifying those economic cmcepts which

are important, for children to undergtand and which they are capable

of learning at the various levels.' Understanding thew concepts
forms the groundwork for understanding our free enterprise economic

system. These understandings, plus the many economic experiences

of children, lead them on the path toward economic efficiency, both

now and in their later lives.

Thirrin, Gamey. Rforterskict is the Elessoothwy flohaol Csrrl lum A Study of the
District of Columbia Laboratory Schools. (Ed. D. thesis.) University of Maryland.
College Park The University, 1958. 401 p.
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Since it deals with the wise uw and co
returcft_ in their relation to man,
widwpread attention in elementary whools.

of our natim
is retv-eivi

water forftts,
gra,%lands, and wildlife of the rm)urres ven Ppet- tat at-
tention. Although one or more of th rtFurt-- may meeive
t ruiar emphasw at a given time, on the whole t v re t ht in
relationship to each ahex and to man. Often au h stucly is carrifti
out in connection with the obwrvation and devel pinen of a mall
watershetl, such as a small ravine or canyon.

In elementary whoo6 an experienc* approach 1, ntiy a in
learning about conwrvation. The childre-n do a gre t del of outdoor
work as well as reading and (*hex ciLwroam activities.

Some children build check dams and plant cover crops on the whool
grounds, at their own hom or farms, or at camp to save f soil.
Some observe good practices and make signs and pogers to praect
our water resources. her plant tretw we for school forests, and
help with replanting Imirned over arms. Plants are raised by sonw
to provide food and covex for wildlife. Bird feeding gatims are pre-
pared to help birds when the snow comm. S. schooLs hare de-
veloped excellent nature trails or areas on fir own or atijoming
property. Some of thfte are egAibligied in ravinft or mall canyons,
otherwise difficult to put to use, School ground beautifwafion and
conservation projects are widely found and include midi things as
gardens, lily ponds, tree and shrub plantings, erosion ettntrol bird
sanctuaries, and outdoor theaters

The children who engage in thew many activities for nsery
and wise use of our Tesourbm gain much skill, underAand ng, a
joyment in their natural mvironment For them conservation
comes a way of life.

Aviation

An excellent means of int ton for wine of the ing experi-
ences of children is provided by aviation education. Interest in
airplanes and other aspects of an aerospare she is high. As children
learn about aviation and its increasingly dramatic developnwits,

Batburst, Mae O. and Wilimgaiss RIM Otaterreaoss RoporUnen for Maitre*.Wiuthington: 11.8. Govmusmat Print:1ft O. 15I. 192 p (Bulbeths 1967. No 11, VA .Department of limith, Edwestion, aM WedarK O 0 Wit.)
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H=. R. RdeteatMos--Avatt Opec4 Aim (A Handbook for the
ehor (I'll Air Patrol Milegtou Air Fort* Rase, Texan. 19 U FIS p.
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Atomic energy giving man such power as was never dreamedof a few decides ago. How he develops this power for peamtimeu$m rather than for dwruction, is of tremendous concern to all.Currently some effective us are being developed in the United Staas well as in other countries. With proper handling this source ofenema can add grtvitly to man's staticiarli of living and mn freohim of much drudgery an wil. Solar enerjv is aI beingand experimenteti with for providing our hom
fat-lori- with ht and IigJ

Transportation development duritig the
the arrival of aviation. have been enormous,
througlis, such as breakIng the md barrim-

fe since
mt recent break-

aunthing satAlitand mii1e into space, and using jet: planes commeTvially areof the new developments in transportation. They have aon our lip as individuals and as mem-them of nations They harebrought the dkant parts of the earth much clatvz together in time.Atomic submarine aclierments have also -91:t gnificanc jortransportation. This is especially true of the noxthwt outoigesof submarines p&%ing under the polar ice cap.
communication dew4opments continue to be sewi in television,with color television gradually coming into use, Increasingly, tele-vision is being used as an aid to education. Stexvophonic Found offersone of the more exciting experiments in ma.% media. Several newtecitniques are now in wide use to provide greatec depth to the soundthat comes to our homes. High fick4ity record players hare been

developed which play records haring a double waunci track and pro-jert the sound from two oT more places in a rootn and from the
appropriate sides of the room where certain parts of an orchestrawould be playing if in a large4-vace.

Medical scimee has made numerous brtxakthrougit_ in riit years,such as the attack an polio and other swious illnewies. Many iww
developmmits have appeared in the form of new drugs whcvse wideuse has been effective in our country and other parts of the world in
stamping out certain types of disease.

Population trends have been developing in a variety of ways which
affect our lives and society. The withdrawal of large numbers of
fimilies, especially the with children, to suburbs has been one ofthe big changes. This has caused urban deterioration in many in-
kances and has led to mushrooming suburban developments aroundbig cities, often with little community or area planning involved.Satellite cities and shopping centers are also surrounding many large:cities. Finally we have the phenomenon of the continuous metropol-itan development. This is a stretch of urban areas or cities which
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have grown together. It may be already formed. but is often in the
prwe-t. of developmentalong the earn sea -iroard the Grt. Lakes,
and at certain points on the Wag Cos._

Our population is rapidly growing, with the birth rate higher and
pet-Tie living longer.10 This is a very mobile *opulation, with about

of our people changing their mildentiv each vear_ Ihe
many changw mrd prtA)lemli atte{ ng both children

ig the International CTeophyica1 Year the main iwtudies. ex-
.

pit) ions and tv_-____sivart:th being carried out betweon July 1, L
and *it-ember 31, 1958) over NO natiolts o=4-operated to learn much
more abourthe earth and the univeriv than had ever been known be-
fore_. Much of the work dealt with polar explorations, solar activi-
ties, ionphere, auroras, c-t-tirnic rvs. weather, ocean depths, outer

iv hy,gisciem and ttarthquaketL Although t e official yeas
mid with 1958, many of the studies are conlinuing and the

rwiults will be analyuAti, used, and reported for years to come. It was
during the International Geophysical Year that the firgA earth satel-
lites wexe put into orbit and aAounded the world as a part of thatyr's wientcatthievemRnts.

At the mme time that man has he*A1 trying t learn more out his
world unive, he has been attempting to learn better ways of

Ling along in perwm-to-perwln and nationto-nation
There have beVTI may tensions between various nations and various
grour of nations. Clmeurrently there has been much s*rious effort
and at times real progrwe in working toward wholet-L-Alme and friendly
relations among nations.

The United Nations has --_rve471 a useful function as a sounding
Ord where its member states may come together and discum their
problems and plans and the of other nations. It has carried on
much committee work and has awisted when possible in the reduction
of tensions. Its specializeti agencies, such as the World Health Or-
ganization, Unwo, and Unicef have carried on many projects to help
children and adults attain health, literacy, and a higher standard of
living. They have worked to help the peoples of the world attain a
better understanding of each other.

-P

The many tethnolwicAl and social developments mentioned here add
content to any modern social studies curriculum. Some of the new
*developnients may be found in the regular school texts and refer-
ence books. Others may not. Publishers and their authors revise
their texts as frequently as they can but it is almost impossible for

" Educational Parks Cotton. ilimposter a4 IVOSUO Washington: National
Education Association, MIL 128
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world affairs
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& To pruvide training in eritiral reading aud thinking in oMer t a-~-inttletict a etu ra tt-ly and to a rri a t ethw-I twit-tam wit*---iy

4 To deep the 'Wily to tic-leet the important Liutwio an41 iroNe
the treat warm f daily events

slYideveicv an awarenew of the int rd
the world

ti 1\3 andel-Mimi the r*--iatk ts-414-=-n the patct ttn-d the

During eme=ntary school y AtmndA
important upect of Focial Imrning and living
thildmn are learningabout social studie*su

a mi

they are
havin_g exw_riences in prrtiek-Ation, eaopexation. Iderhip,
ponsibility, which help them grow into effex7tive citiwris=hip. They

learn how to get along well with c4her children and with adul
In addition to learning how to r4rticipate eff-vively in gyu p situa-

tions, children are learning about the history (If their riht &nd re-
sponsibilities. They learn about the Cot:Wit-talon, tlw BitI1 it tagand the Universal Deviaration of Human Rights at their maturity
levels and as their experiences in group living relate to
docunwas.

InternatUonW um
Because of our Nation position in world affairs and the impact of

aviation and the space age, usternationd widergranding has become
incraisingly significant for our boys nd girk Emphasis on under
standing the peoples of the world, international relations, and inter-
national organizations is widespread in wr schools.

The development of international understanding is being carrkkid
on at appropriate places lower in the grades than was formerly
case. Primary children as well as those in kin dew and nursery

Lan4h7, now K. dmid Mabel entittte. resaArte the lorAel Rtwittft tke irieseestoryOradea (A Out for Teaching History, Goograpity. awl *dated Ants is 61:41ill1alLelieboolo). State Departmest lUipeatkrm (La). Rates Remo The Derhartist.
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With food, cicthug, and shelter, the children learn how each of these

necvesatms is provided in their own comniunitaes. and also pun
an introduction nature of these things in odium- lands.

cliildren have many additional opportuni-
ties to develop international undeTstaxicling. They Auily about type
lands and peopkg in tlw fourth grade, learn abut pecTle. of other
AMMiellal nations in fifth or girth grade, and but people of the
Eastern Hemisphere in the sirti or seventh grade. While such studies
are tumidly fairly camprehensive, still On must be considered intro-

In interawichate

1Lerrortki. Loomard L afrodleefiag Chslikva Np Who World. New York Rarper aM1
Breams% 10IW p.15
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ductory and elementary in nature, and should be followed up by
appropriate studies in junior and senior high school.

Them is a growing trend toward introducing depth studies of one
or more countries at the sixth- -rrade level. An example of this was
the study of Pakistan undertaken by -28 elementary schools of San
Francisco." The Pakistani consul spoke to the chi1drtn and helped
them secure informationg I materials. This study was conneeteAl with
a Share Your BrthcIay project and many of the children who had
birthdays during the of study gave one of their bri-thdav gifts
fOr a child in Pakistan The Share Your Birthday Foundation, of
Philadelphia, made it possible for a child ambassador and a teacher to
go to Pakistan. Among other responsibilities was taking letters from
San Francisco to Pakist&ni children. The boy ambassador sent letters
and the teacher Aant letters and press releas hack to San Francisco
to share their exwiences with the children and teachers who had par-
ticipated in the project..

In 1959, India sent a child ambassador to the United States. She
presented letters and toys to American school efAtdren and made
friends with all whom she met, Leiter India scent baby elephant to
visit the same school systems which the chiM had visited. The ele-
phant now makes her permanent home in the National Zoological
Park in Washington. D.(., where she is a symbol of friendship between
the children of India and the 'United States. On the day when the
child ambassador arrived, children in the schools obs*rved an India
Culture Day, an outgrowth of their interest and study about this
country. Among city school systems which participated i& this
project were Washington, New York, Philadelphia, Allentown Ma.),
and Rock Island (Ili.). Arrangements were made through the Share
Your Birthday Poundation, the People-to-People Committee of the
U.S. Information Agency, the U.S. Office of Education, th National
Education Association, afid.other cooperating organizatio s and indi
viduals in India and the rnite4 Aettes.

Concentrated study of Latin American .countries with emphasis on
current economic, political, cultural, and educational problems rather
than the quaint and pktuevique colonial and Indian traditions is be-
lieved to be of extreme importance in maintaining friendship between

n Kent Tennesmte. "Pakistan ShaietTour-Birthelay Programs." Ooliforn4a Jottrnal of
Elementary Education, 2 33-84, list 951.
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our people and the other Americas, which can only come about through
mutual knowledge and understanding."

ittN=*ntly a unit study of "Living in South America in gm Air Age" "
has been developed by the San Joaquin Valley Section of the Cali-
fornia Association for Supervision and' Curriculum Development.
'he gTeatest depth in this unit is allocatefl to the study of Brazil,

largest of the South American countries.
Asian studies, which are receiving increi-Lsed emphasis, new as much

a t=tention fcs pmsible. Schools are placing much more value on Asian

cot . Rtste Deprwhanit of ithie4stmon

Enjeying a meal in the Japanese manner.

studies as they realize how important it is to secure better East-West
understanding and friendship. A decade or so ago our social studies
courses of study and textbooks often emphasized Europe and our
European backgrounds to the point of inadequate coverage of other

1* Baker, G. Derwood and Franklin K. Patterson. Laths Ametims &tidies: A Teachers
Guide to Resource Materials ; and Venesseia: Resource Unit for:Upper Elementary
Oradea. New York : Educational Section, Creole Petroleum Corporation (1230 Avenue of
the Americas) , 1957 and 1958. 27 p. and 15 p.

l*Litiftig In Reath Amerithe he on AO. Age. California Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development. Pasadena : The Association (367 Pasadena Avenue), 1958.
95 p.
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parts of the world. This focus has changed with the war and pat-war years and now increasing attention is being givem to gaining abetter understanding of Asian peoples and lands.
Africa, with its several new developing republics, is another areabeing given greater attention in social studies programs. As this

continent makes increased progiiet, it cures more attention in the
news and in the social studies programs of elementary schools.

Many children become interested in the United Nations through
television, radio, magazin,,.4and newspapers. Increasingly thouwho live in nearby States go on field trips to visit ITN when they arein the fifth or sixth grades. These children see the various meeting
rooms where the United Nations sessions are held and other pointof intermt in the buildings. They listen to their guide and ask ques-tions for information.

After the sixth grade of Randle Highlands School in Wa.thingtonD.C., visited the III , the chit.dren wrote letters about their trip. Ex-cerpts frmn these letters follow:

I would like to tell you about our trip to the United Nations building onOctober 12, 1957. We started studying about it several we be/ore weleft, so our trip would be interesting and educational; so we would under-stand it.
When our group arrived firt the United Nations building I thought that itwas one of the moat beautiful -buildings I have ever WWII, especially theSecretariat part. I liked the glaaa windows.
Our group had a guide who was from India. Sbe took us to the General

'Assembly room first. It was a huge room. I liked the seating of thetranslators. After talking about it we went to the next romns. It has verymodern architecture and art. After seeing all the rooms we went to thestore dpwnstairs. Then we went to dinner. I thought the United Nationsbuilding was very interesting and educatimial. I thought it was a verynice trip.

don's ter

When we got to the United Natimis the first thing I noticed was all thewindows. I later found out there are over 5,000 windows.
Our guide was from I ia. She was very nice,. She to us to fivedivisions of the United Nations. We also saw a bell made of coins fromcountries belonging to the United Natims. There are w many things wedid see that I mould not begin to tell you about all a them. We had avery nice time and learned a lot about the United Nation&

from Rharon's letter

I would like to tell you a little bit about our trip to New Yoft. Ourtrain ride to and from the United Nations was fun. Once we arrived wehad gulden to take us on a tour of the building. We saw the Gennial
Assembly and the otter council& Our guide told us the history of eachroom.
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I would like to tank you for the informati you n u I very
interested in UNICEF. I like the way children go out to I ect money ftm
this or on Hallowetni In fact mogt a our class is going t work
for UNICEF this veer. I hope children of the United States collect enough
money for needs of foreign children.

from Ricky letter

I have mut_ study bout the Uni Na ons. When a wen
ew York I bought a study kit for one dollr. It had a map of the TT11.4
erritories It also had about been other very interesting book&
I ve beim reading a pemidtlet called. The Un4ted Natiom in Brief. It

is very interesting and I thoroughly enjoyed it. I have been skimming
and I elpecially enjoyed the i*rt about the United Nations, Here is part
of II: "Millions of the woridls children are ill, undernourished and ragged
Many are h- e1 and orphaned. To help in their care the United Nations
has provided supplies, equipment and technical training for the (ere the
milli of children and mothers who need help."

urn Bea letter

On cal a Saturday. e went to the United Nation& I
liked the General Assembly best because it was so big. We got to sit In
the chairs and wee the earphones with the six different language controls
on the dial. The trip back to Washington was very nice.

from Mary letter

AN,



CHAPTER

Methods of Instruction

ODERN TF k HERS 4eldom follow a theory that .here i
any o=ne mesthx1 of teaching the Social gudifti in eimentary

schools. They tend to be creative anti often experimental in their ap-
proach to to Seldom do they timch a given item with onegroup of children exactly as they did with another group at another
time. Part of this situation is due to the fact that teachers encouragepupil participat =ion in all phases of the learning situation, includingthe planning. And children axe creative The learning experiencw
are developed to meet the neeils and intemAs of the ciiiidt.em and ofthe society in which they live. This is an interactive procem between
children and their environment, with the wise guidance of teaclexs,
parents, and of hers concerned with their educatim.

The most widely found plan for organizing the learni g experi-
ences of children in the social studies is the unit method. It musthe understood that there are many varieties of unit teaching, extend-ing all the way from thm* which am subject-centered to tho whichdeal primarily with the concerns of children in their environment.
Ids l upon gestalt, or organismic psychology, this method developssocial studies experiences and learnings in large, related areas oflearning, rather than in small wgments. Such units are large enoughto contain much of concern for child, yet= small and deAniteenough for each to grasp t lie more significant aspects.

Since relationships 4re important, in unit teaching, this method
lends itself to consichvable integration of subject matter, such asgeography, history, ecopornies, civics, science, language arts, and the
fine arts. It also provides excellent opportunities for the clad todevelop as an individual and to gain a knowledge of his world 89that he feels at home with regard to his surroundings

48
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Unit Teaching

49

lec lion of units is done in various aye in arious places, and at
imm. For the mast part, units are suggeld in court of

udy or curriculum guides. Increasingly there is opportu_nity for
she to Relect units within the scope, center of interest, or ot=her

framework recommended for their Usually they do all or
part of this through coopeTative planning with their pupils. In
mit4 school mils a few units are likely to be required for e_ach
t errad but sotne provisim for adding others. In other school
-yst u series of units may be requited for each grade level.

Preparation for teaching a unit generally involves developing or
1c7ating a restlurce unit from which ideas and information may be
drawn as the unit is deve=loped. It also involves considerable read--
in stud ing, and onset in traveling so that the teacher has a
good nd for terming the unit. Finally, snot= teathers col-
lect a good many materials, including audiovisual aids, before they
begin to develop a unit with the children.

Often teachers wzlt the stage for a unit, by displaying pictures, maps,
biers, mall*, and reading materials in the room lust before or at the
-ery beginning of a unit experience. The have the effect of inte

ing the children in the new unit and then becoming aids to learning.
Occasionally a teacher varies this proceLlure by using the bare star
technique and leads the children to carry a main responsibility for
bringing suitable Aterials to the classroom and displaying them. In
inAances where the unit grows out of children's problems, no stage
setting needed. In any case, the children are encouraged to bring
materials related to the unit from home, the library, and other sources
of material in the community.

Regardless of how much pupil participation there is in the selection
of units, there is likely to be much pupil activity in the planning.
During the early days of a unit, pupils and teacher plan together for
the best ways of carrying out their study. They usually discuss and

a record of:

Problem to be studied or solved

and/or

Information to be fouml

Minas we ean do in this unit

Where we can find Information.
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Since children are u u lly alert, enthusiastic, curious and
tive the plans in which they part ictipate are often more alive
ir41 than when the teacher works thenm out alone

The early daydar= of a unit exivrience are usually thought
tan phaw. During this initial part of a unit some o

common activities are li likely o

Examining piet- irf-s, maiw, l bef and
Seeing a film r filui s rip
Making plans f r developing the unit
Forming committee-A_ for different parts of the work
Going on sn exploratory field trip
Collecting study materials
Developing bibliog-ra ph
Making charts for keeping track f the pr t individual&

n ele 1.

Urn

and grour* ( vocabulary, mailing. constructi

magma-
and orig

of as the
he mc-zt

1111

After a week or two of planning, orgam ing, and exp or
unit area, the c ren are usualty ready to concentrate on t nforma-
tional c ti awl? for a few weeks. ' Thee read, di u intel-view ques-
tion, rve, listen, and experm nt to find answers to their quetdions
and problems. The activities r uently include

itte-es

Reading for information and to nu answer*, que_m_Airmls

Viewing Informational films or 1 strips,
Listemi to recordings and people

tipaimmtnthig with Works.
Matash, Xmases Cft. Kara.



Oa rr ng out expe is
Taking notes cm needed info
Stud mg maps and globes

tica

Taking field trips to gather tnfrtjan

Making collections
Writing letters for of on

Interviewing a KmAolate peo
Studvirw pictured far infarmat
Reading the Land pe for gettgraphie informs rim
I tiseusdng unit And progrem
sharing Information in mall and large gmnim
King a reemkd- Inc- mmatim each ettild is
Irganising infartnatkm on charts and graph&

Children usually need help in learning how to take effective notes
on their reading, listening, experimenting, or When read
ink it is -eintiai that they learn to distinguish between the important
and the uniniportant, taking notes mainly from the former. They
gain skill in recognizing the central idea of a selection. They write
t down as a main topic or idea. Thee tlev ascertain the significant
eta i is and record them as subtopic.
Thus children learn to use simple outlining as an aid in notetaking.

They learn to ._lees and record important and sup ing informa-
tion. They learn to distinguish beteen the "foreA and the trees.
Children also learn to take notes on think they may wish to re-
member by converting a paragraph to a sentence or phrase, and by
making a list of words that indicate ceps in a proce.

Similar skills can be developed for taking not when listening.
In this type of situation, pupils must leani to grasp the speaker's
ideas as he prents them, with little opportunity to go hack unless
there is time for que4,4ions. Also they must often write faster than
when taking not on reading.

After informational activities get under way, children begin to
share their findings with each other and to pres_ent information in
inany different ways They may engage in creative writing, drama,
painting, or music. They may construct something. These are gen-
erally considereil e2Y &giants/ artiViiiPw. Or, the children may carry
out the work aspects of some problem-solving activity, such as beau-
tifying and mnserving the natural resources of the school grounds.

During this e_zpreRsiotial or 6ig activity phase of the unit, the chil-
dren are still engaging in fAudy activities, but their attention is often
focused on the big group activities of the unit, be they expressional
in nature or a school or community project to be earned out.
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Children construct their own "amtriPd wagon."

It is pt-x*lible to list the many types of activities hmnd during
this exprional or action phase of unit bevauNv of their gmat
variety. They may be :

Making a wall or 64-)or map of the (-immunity
Sting up a clothes ear* center
Building a bird-feeding station
Making an exhibit
Painting a mural
Having a pienk
Taking a trip on a bus, train. or plane
Taking photographs
Making a book of creative writing and art
Making things to beautify our homes
Preparing a shadow puet play
Visiting a television station, a mutoigum. or the United Nation
Presenting one or more phakwis of the unit through a movie or slides (Tape
recordings may be used to aecompany the slides.)
Creating a play or choral speaking program related to the unit
Developing a television or radio program.

Some unit experiences flow smoothly into the next if the subjects
are closely related. However, mast units are completed by one or
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After a dinner ea dancing and tinging.

!.;keral culminating acti This is in dan
psychology in much as the principle of I nre, or
followed when the eAper-ence is evaluated a rutin

It is usually important to look back at the unit as

irate its out -omen in terns of the objevt Ives

ring wnd to at-itiemble some cif its most out at

shag other pupils or with parents.
actirt may include:

in about mow Inij rtant things lean to the unit

Taking teacher-made ob)ectiveteots
Playing test-type gzmes
1 Anvil:1g a quiz-type prtvram in radio or TV fashion

1 'ussing the beKt thiugs HIout the unit experience find law the next unit

we better.

t

ding
tC

=

I Ir IC

plete ezr,

whole., to eval-
n at the begin-

elopments to

ring types of Palm *nafing may tike the form of

G this a program for parents In which unit aceom 1ishments are shown

through exhibit. drama, and other means
PreAmting a play for children of other rotims

Having a parade involving msturntw, P e and her things that have

-been nrade

Holding a it in which many things are sho -n car dmoustraited
nication, conservation, etc. )

Presenting a children's fashion show with child models or put pets to show

kinds of clothing for different weather and different oeca cns (clothing

unit).

COMM
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how to show ho6pitalitv to viAtom how to prrpare a luncheon, how
to form oommitt how to cooperate with a group how to wrteure good
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Another tyiw of problem is more ntereti. I
devoloping an are=a of learning, important to the ehiIdr,
studying the prykbleIns involved. Many Rxial sLudi units wry
planned and carried out by "Problms for Developing the I'm
Stith a lit4 of problems pretwitii the coment of the unit or Audy ply
rather than a mere outline of content. It fog attention on the
problems of the subject matter to be nia..4ere{I. It leads both chilcirwi
and teachers to he concerned with the problenis and issues of a topic
rather than the aequisition of subject mattor alone important as
may bck

Ilitistrative of problems su1 erm- n tir ymr &re
following six from a handbook for IC.ans teadiers which. rIate t

Pt-tidies t* Ret4a=1 1,4-e414.. A Handbook far Teachers State a Kansas 1)rtaten
glle-ettim. Topeka rho Dpertintnt lVbt p_ 19.
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5. How do neighborhoods work together in a community? (F s new
hoods, busiAess distriets, factory dintruls, residential Aborhoodi, et)
Roads out of the neighborhood.

An example of
following for the
bullesin

ed problems for developing a unit are the
I grade from a New York Catv mrriculum

1. He mat a s p us=e cis euitre- I f c e rg a sow nity
Invite tli4 director of the neighborhood playgrounti a Kanitatioo
worker, the librarian the musentu curstor. ele. to diortw how ttwt
sire you and how yop may tIp thtibl What facilities do they make
available to you? When can you woe these facilities?

How did yNxi and your family siwed laot weekend P Do you spend
eviwy weekend tluA name way? Whst places in thee mimmunity are
open to you and tour family? What can yvu see o4. do there? How
many adults woe. this facility? How is money provided for Nar-13
leimre time activities?

2, Why do pay ailvir.

roe. what articles of cl 4bt have you whi tped ,lately? Resides the
cost: what was added to the bill? Why was this Dal neeemiaW
,Vi'bo derided that it should be tN i Cetfld from ?

Name some taxes that your family has pa d reicvelly. Where dots
this ant ney Kt)? Why doe's our wormnnent new so mach money?

3 Howoaawesetupowr ria m M 44 hirc girrieratarst

Wby do we want to hn-e a .cias*4 government? List the reasons.
Who thould make the laws? Why do we need laws? Who KbOU 1 d
be our leader? Whst kind of j terfoon tchould a lender be if dl cu1-
ties arise, ho w shall we solve them

-...0
Hair can we arrange our rules to fitrin a cmstitution? Whe're can
we rind a copy a a mnsiltntion? Van we write our c° tuts to
resemble this one? How will ours differ?

4. How do the printed pa9r, rddio, and television help us to understand our
world today/

To what news broadcasts do you listen? Hare you le rued Dome
stirring news this week ? Did you hear any conflicting rim of
this same news event? How do you account for that? at all
we do about C011 flitting reports?

Who decides in our country what is printed or broadcast? Find
out if this is s o in other countries. When did our struggle for a
free west. start? Where can we find our guarantee of a free preAs?

8ee4s1 Studite_s Grades 5-4. Beard of Eduretiou of tiwt City a New York. New York :
The Board, 1952. p. 07-68.
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well as themselvw1.-

The idmit fic tion and se! on of probl "hi dren and t~
comes about in varied ways. Often a probJem is encountereki in the
children's daily living and learning experienmi. This could be a
problem related to safe at srhool and trayeling and from wilool,
or it mig he a problem of finding and developing le -adere for study

up6 and comniattem.

Problems related to an areA or unit of study are often yet forth in
a rftio= urce unit or curriculum guide. The study of such problems
gives the vupils insight into various aspects of the topic. Sometimes
teachers prepare a list of study problems ion- their pupils.

Increasigly the trend is toward 'Pupil participation in the identifica-
tion, selection, and organization of the problems to be studied during
a unit, enterprise, or subject study. The teacher participateA, as guide

lea,der during this prot-Iew.

Solution of the problems is carried out through experimentation
reading, obeervation, discussion, construction, and many other types of
activitim Thee may or may not be cArried on as part of a social
studies unit.

*Inca-wood, Paul I. Hese Ckildrat Loom tie Mat Washington: U.S. Governmeei
Printing Oate MI. 19 p (Bulletin 19614°No. 10, Ir. Department a Health.
tityn4 and Welfare, Oilee Ettwstion.)
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Developing Projects or Enterprises

Carrying nut projects, or ent rpris as they are sometimess mile(
is a very appropriate method for us in social studies because it usually
involves learning through experiences. The project method can be
an important a-- e of unit to aching or learning. or it CR Ilk be the
center around Fh fipbh dial s dies experiences and learnfrigs are

ni

any carry out cone tion ro jec , such as school ground
conservation and beautification of school wardens without thew ex-
periences beika a part of a unit of studv. At other times the children
carry out projects. sue as a pet ow communication exhibit, or a
play stores, as a "big activity" in a social studiounit

lil'Obiein

Projects usually develop from pupilts. inter and crt v ty as
pupils and teache s plan their study activities together. The proj
ects often emerge naturally fpm twiervation, distuwiem, reading,
and playing together. They timid to fill a need for large activities
and enterprises on the part of the childre-n. In general they fill
need of the children or give appropriate outlet for exprebting their
ideas and interests.

With the guidance of their teachers, the children organize
carrying out their project. They outline the various parts of the
project.. They divide into committees or work groilps. Each child
participates in w-)me way and assumes his responsibility for the group
enterprise. The teacher plans daily with the children concerning
time for working on the project, tools and materials needed, and skills.
to be learned. He acts as consultant and guide as the work period

on. After the project work has been completed for the day,
c ildren and teacher twice stock of accomplishments, evaluate achieve-
ments, and plan for next stems.

project. is completed, arrangements are made for sharing
other people. Parents or children from another room often

invited to view the project if it is an exhibit, parade, o
production. Some projects such as a nature trail are shared wi th the
entire school, other such as a nafety plan with the community, and
others such as a collection of children's drawings with a foreign
country.

What the outcomes of a project are evaluated in terms of oppor-
tunities for pupil growth, the teacher usually finds development in
such aspects of leanings as

giving
Aoopwatiota with others
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accetWance of revonsibilities
ability to locate information
congtruction Allis
use of tools
communication skills
Innights and understanding
creative expremMon.

Teaching Reading In the Social Studkis
4

59

Children usually nmi special help for reading social studies ma-

terial& Vocabulary recognition and development, work-type read-
ng, locating information in books and magazines, and reading graphs
and charts are some of the skills which they nod to develop. The
typo3 of reading skills may be learned at the same time the children
are engaged in reading social studies material. In fact, social studies
offers a splendid opportunity, for children to gain most of the basic
skills in worktype reading.

Where the unit method is used, the special vocabulary for each
unit usually grows out of the children's experiences, rather than from
a teacher-prepared list of words made out in advance. As the chil-
dren from their discussions, trips, activities, and exploratory and
later reading begin to use-new words peculiar to the unit, the teacher
or a pupil writes these on a chart or* picture dictionary, which is
wed -hi the room so that the children can see it or refer to it at all
times in connection with their expressional activities. By such a
technique, children often- learn to use (speak, white, spell, compre-
hend) a wide variety of words, some of which may be years ahead
of the usual -level for vocabular4for their grade. The children have
lei difficulty in understanding the meaning of the words became
these words came from them and their own experiences in the first
place. Sometimes these word lists become the center for word games
of various types, thus 'providing review through a play activity.

In addition to the above type of vocabulary building, children
often nftcl help in learning to attack new words in their social studies
reading materials which they may not have encountered in any other
si ion. One of the best methods to emphasize in social studies
reading is to get the word h the context clue. Since reading
for meaning is all important in wcial studies, children are urged
to get the meaning of words as they occur in sentences and paragraphs
in relation to the odor -words and in relation to the thought or in-
formation being presented by the author. Such phonics instruction
as will facilitate the mastery of new words can help the children,

530711 0-00-5
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especially if emphasis is put on word beginnings. If a child is read-
ing a paragraph relatively well, understanding the meaning as he
proceeds, he can often tackle a new word successfully if he can silently
sound to himself the fitit part of the word. Then the rest frequently
comes automatically, if his attention is focused on the meaning.

Because wrial studies materials are usually crammed with tre-
mendous quantities of information and 'details, pupils profit by spe-
cific instruction in tvoirk-type reading. They are helped to read
primarily to gam' the author's central thought and secondly the sig-
nificant or supixortirw details. They learn to select the important
from the less important. They le-arn to look for the author's signals
to the reader about important ideas and concepts, such as center and
side headings, heavy type, italics, topic mantenct*, and pictures.

Showing the pupil a definite purpose for reading social studies ma-
terials helms him read more effectively than merely giving him a page
amignment. This takes the form of reading to find answers to ciu-
tions, solutions to problems, needed information, or the author's point
of view ; or to pursue a special interest.

Soda' studies reading requires many skills in loading information
in books, magazines, and other publications. Children need help
from the teacher in the use of the table of contents and the index. They
need instruction in how to locate information rapidly in encyclo-
pedias, reference books, almanacs, and dictionaries.

Many teachers lead the children to develop their ow-Abibliographies,
including page references, from the materials available to them about
a wcial studies unit or topic. The bibliographift are sometimes postednear a reading center or reproduced so each child may have a copy.They biome a valuable study guide for the children in gaining
information from a wide variety of source; for their social studies
problems and interests. In many clasEes records are kept of each
child's reading during the study of a, unit. Various ways are worked
out, such as informal oral or written reports or creative writing, to
help pupils and teachei keep track of the scope and effectiveness of
the reading.

Skills in reading graph.* and ehdrtit are named for many types of
social studies materials, especially in middle and upper grades. When
such items begin to appear in the weekly newspapers, magazinft, and
textbooks being uwi by the claw, the teacher helps the children obtain
information and understanding from them. He also leads them to
make simple graphs and charts of their own about such subjects as
foods and resources so that they learn the promses through experi-
ence. Then they can read and interpret better the graphs and charts
prepared by other people.
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Helping Chlkinm Study Maps and Globes

Increasingly children are having the opportunity in the primary
grades to gain information from maps and globes. Globes are used
early so that the young children will gain the concept of the earth
as a sphere, and are usually simple as to detail so that they are easy
for the children to understand.

At first the children learn to locate the spot on the globe that shows
where they live. Later they learn to locate places mentioned in the
news or in children's literature or social studies textbooks and sup-
plementary materials. Thps they begin to associate their own home
place with these other piacie more distant in space.

In kindergarten, children paint representations of their gardens
which show space relationships. They also represent farms and neigh-
borhoods involving such relationships with their blocks.

First graders often have beginning experiences in map making.
Sometimes they draw simple maps of their trip; and excursions or of
their school neighborhood, perhaps showing saffst places for cross-
ing the streets on the way to Beim'.
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In second and third grades, children begin to draw or construct maps
of their own neighborhood or community. By third grade they may
sketch maps showing other communities and the routes to them.

Increasingly wall maN are used in primary grades. The children's
world is so wide because of television, radio, travel, and reading
that it is helpful for them to have a map available for locating places
of interest. Many third-grade textbooks provide for early map study
by progreming from picture maps to theww employing more abetract
symbols to indicate places, routes, and the natural environment. This
progression of map study begins with the local neighborhood and
moves to the community and other communities. In connection with
the study of Indians, Pilgrims, and the discovery of America by Co-
lumbus, maps of the United States and global MAIN of the world are
often introduced.

The social studies guide of New York ty for grades three and
four' points out that

There are many situations In which a map or a globe can clarify and
enrich learning. Children who are investigating the sources of the milk they
drink may profitably consult a map of New York State. Studies of the
Dyad they eat, or the clothes they wear may lead to a use of a map of the
United States, or a globe of the world. And of courae, the use of maps and
globes can clarify and the study of eurreat events.

Understanding maps and globes and skills in using them are ,of
tremendous importance in intermediate grades. Globes., world maps,
and mss of continents are neremary for fourth graders who study
type lands and peoples. Those who study their own State at this grade
level can learn a great deal from various kinds of State maps---histori-
cal, highway, railroad, rainfall, physical product, rewmrces, and
other types.

Fifth graders use Unite41 States and Western Hemisphere maps a
food deal. Sixth graders need maps of the Western Hemisphgre, Latin
America, sometimes the Eastern Hemisphere, and always the world.

Children can learn to glean much information aLout, an area from
a map or maix4. Probably they first, should have an opportunity to
learn what they can through the le.% abstract media of pictures.
The may be photographs or drawings in textbooks or other publica-
tions, or on a bulletin board. They may be in the form of filmstrip,
slides, or fihn.

From a picture of a familiar place, boys and girls more to a map of
the same place. Then they proms to' the use of maps and gkkes
to find information about other places. In this way they are abk

4 Social Studies Grades I-4. Board of lklueation of the aty of New York. New York
The Board, 1958. p. O.
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to move from the reach!y recognizable to the more abstract in a
ingfuI mariner. From maps and globes pupils can learn a great deal
about the location, size, climate, altitude, relief of the land, popula-
tion, railroads, plants and animals, products, and industries of a re-
gion or country. After children have secured information about a
place through pictures and maps, then they can gain much more
understanding through reading
printed symbol.

During the intermediate g
meaning of the various map sym
longitude. They learn about directions and the relationship of maps
to landscapes. They gain many skills in the u of mails and globes
in connection with travel routes, such as those of history, aviation,
and atatnic-powereti subma`rines. This study helps them achieve an
understanding of the global nature of our earthwhy great circle
routes are shorteA, which seactmsts ire rising and which are settling,
why watches must be moved ahead or back when one is traveling East-
West distances. and by seasons are different in the several climatic
zones of the earth.

Through the many experiences in using maps hildren learn a
number of basic skills necewary for interpreting and using maps fully
and well. The teacher may wish to use the following 3 as a check HA
to s whether his pupils are gaining skills appropriate to their ma-
turity level

1. nefid directions and orient maps with reference to their own position&
2. Understand the seal. of a map.
3. Compute distances on a map.
4. Find places on maps by using latitude and longitude.
5. Read symbols and translate them into the realities for which they stand.
6 Discern and describe the locatim a features with referent* to om

another.
7. Inscover Mmilarities in patterns of distribution on several maim showing

a variety of cultural and natural features and condition&
& Recognise and analyze correlations (relationships) among patterns

of cultural and natural features and conditions as opposed to mere
ctAneidenres.

el have a reline for the

children gradually learn the
lora, and lines of latitude and

'Becker, Henry F. mei ()them A Tastatke fitdde to Ueda. Nowa d Mein. State De-
partment of Education (Fla.). Tallaktewee: The Departments MS. p II-9.
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Developing Other Learning Wits

Observation skills have an important role in ial studies. Chil-
dren have many opportunities for developing phis skill in connection
with field trim television programs, filins, and exhibits. They can be
helped to gain *ill in seeing 4imilarities and differences, relationships,
degrees of difference, significant things or happenings, intereAing

Awareness of things about him and their significance has great
value for the individual. Among other things it help him gain im-
portant inforIttion and concepts in the field of social audie& The
teacher helps in developing skills in observation through : (1) encour-
aging an inquisitive attitude, (-2) much listening to children's accounts
of their observations and reactions, (3) rising questions, and (4) en-
couraging children when they evidence accurate observation with
understanding.

Communication skills--lisiening, speaking, reading, and writing
must be useA throughout social studies learning and experiences. Of
these, liatening iS the most frequently usei. Reading and discussion
skills have been treated earlier in this publication, so will not be in-
eluded here.

One cannot iia%-inne that ev,ery child lies mil. Mast children
new to learn to cowentrate on what is being said, to grasp the mean-
ing, to consider it9asignificance, to detect slanting or prejudice, to eval-
uate the accuracy, or to analyze the point of view of what is being
said.

When children are listening to climma teacher, resource person,
television, or ibdio, they may be guide(' to: (1) listen for a purpose.
(2) take necessary notes, (3) remember most important points, (4)
raise further questions, (5) act on appropriate suggestions.

Social studies experiences offer many opportunities and present
many needs for acquiring skills in writing. As children engage in
social studies they new to write Inters for information, and of re-
quest or appreciation. Increasingly they exchange letters with chil-
dren of other countries or other Parts of the United States.

Notes, reports, creative writing, outlines and charts are 904ne of the
other types of written expression used frequently in the social studies

, As the children engage in these many written experiences, opportuni-
ties arise for appropriate instruction in handwriting, English lan-,
guage, and spelling skills. After making a first draft of a written se-

Carpentert Helen Meeradges. ($4.), SUM in /Mal Itoutift Twftty-Pourth Year-
book. National Colwell ikyr the Soda Sties, National idueatka Association. Wash-
Wean: The Count% 1, Ch. O.
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iec id be en to polish the piece and corm all
submitted as a finished product, whether it is he

sent as a letter or beemne pa r of a clam booklet Often children cn-k

in pairs or team to correct= mikes and thus improve their work
Care should be taken during the polishing or editing proce. that a
,hild's writing is not spoiled from the creative point of view.

Textbook Use

T books haVP very
.

portant 1 met
g4 Modern act=ice initially new using as a basic
in reference for studies learning. Man. other reading and

iovisual ma e are used alwx. This does not mean that pupils
must follow a textbook page by page and from comb to cover to learn
social studift effertively. The text is an aid to learning, to be ud
ften and whenever helpful. It does not control what mitA be learned

This is the province of teachem curriculum committees, and super-
er and with sonie degree of pupil participa-visors, all working t

t ion in the *lining
In mite clawrooms there are enough copies of a basic text for each

child to have one. In such rooms, many other social studies books are
usually available to supplement the information provided in the basic
olume. With other clamromns there may be small sets of from 6 to

10 books alike for individual ize(1 and small group work. Both of the
methods of using textbooks make pmsible the consideration of infor-
mation and ideas from more than one author or group of authors,
thereby enriching the learning.

Including Fine Arts

To wure maximum learning, it is desirable to include the fine arts
whenever they can enrich and add depth of understanding in social
studies. While this is true throughout the social Audies program
there are some aspects where the arts have a peculiar and special sig-
nificance. An example of this is the inclusion of the arts when study-
ing a foreign country or an area of the Unifed States. From the lit-
erature, the mutAc, the graphic arts and crafts, and from the dance of
a Country or region we gain increase(' understanding of the people
and their culture.
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As childrint eigage in a unit= or other t # pe of study of a country
teacher helps then to enjoy original art of the country or reproduc-
tions-of that art. Perhaps an exhibit is arranged of art objects col-
lectekl by teacher and pupils. This is readily done when the study
about such countries as Japan, Mexico, or Italy wilt** arts and craft,
ary rm_443nably easy to alxain.

Pithhe &Ueda. A-reartegc pit

Child explains his drawing of Colurn

Often the children like to engage in creative art in the sty le of the
country being studied. When studying Mexico, they make tery,
weave scarfs or squares, or create objects of tin in ways similar to the
developeii by Mexican craftsmen.

In such a study of Mexico the children may also make a mural, a
picture book, or a hries of paintings to show the life of the country.
They may also paint scenery for a play, design ciwumes for a fiesta,
or create table decorations for a Mexican meal.

From these experiences with the arts of a country, children gain
increased understanding of its cultural characteristics. They bek*ome
much better acquainted with the unique personality of the people and
the nation. They often feel rimier and better activaintekl with the
country than from gaining factual information only.
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During ti e activity or work pe
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rate, to aftime le=adership, to be a follower
In larger grourw, beginning about fifth
us to appear. In connection with student councils,

children begin to participate in repmv_ntative g-overnment.
Th the gtudy of child development, group dynamics. and

teachers are increasingly aware of each child's social
adjustment nd social relationshirwi. The teacher watches for the
shy child and draws him into mall-group activities. He di over
leadership qualities in children and gives them the opportunity to
develop thetv qualities. He provides situations in which every child
may lead at wame time, in some field in which he can make a

contribution
at all opportunities for gaining experience and skill in i l living

occur during the vial studies part of the school program. They may
occur throughout the school day, whenever appropriate opportunities
arise. Such experiences in social living provide an important: element
in education for living in a democracy
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At t beginning you might hare only (nw group opmate at a time
while the other dams members are engaged in individual .activity.

'This lerree the beaebe,. five to give guitUnce to the group cu. corn-
'Wattle "Ad is at work.
Select a group to demtiostrate for the otWir 11w-others of the class
when the need arises for this type of gmidance.

several group* or committees are wOrking at one time in Ow
claimroom, the teacher may move from group to group, giving help or
guidance when needed.
Do not become discouragea and givP up if the first sttempt at group
work falls, This s14-1ws all the more that children need prartke to
workins togetheu Evaluate the first undertaking and try again,
using the knowledge gained from the first experiPnce.

41.
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CHAPTER

Evaluation of Outcomes

EtECAtSE axial studies has so many facets,- evaluation of out-
omnes is a complex process. Evaluation to be effective mast be

of the obits-Wires of the 99cial studies program. Some of
these ob v-es are contwined with binfonnatiott, undrtandings, be-
liefs attitudes. and. study skill& Others have to do with behavior,

ally that social belarior important in democratic living. Eval-
uation of the objectives then mu:si be of 'varying types in accord
with the nature of the objectimL

Througbout the social studies program evaluation is mogt effective
when evntimuous. An example of daily elvaluation is that of pupils
and taather appraising outcomes and experiences of a work or activity
period. Either groups or individuals may show or 'wok, "ivat. they
have accomplished on projects or study. The way of working is
evaluated in terms of such items as whf,ther all groups were quiet
enough so as not to disturb othrs, or whether supplies and equip-

meat Were properly' used and stored away. Then this twaluation
experience has a leading-on quality when next steps, necP-Isary ma-
terials, ways of improving our ,proeedures, and posaiDle fisoume
people are oonsidered.

Illustrative of evaluation on. a weekly basis is a clam which has
been studying railroad transportation. Each pupil has been reading
on an individual basis from a different book which he has kept at his
desk. At the end of a week pupils and teacher discuss what. has been
learned about each of the topics on their chart for the unit This
chart has been developed thrOugh pupil-teacher planning. It bears a
list of railroad topics about which the pupils wished to learn, such as
railway safety, Vpes of ears, Ends of employees, routes, history of
railroading, and present developments. -Now they pool this informs-

0
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Lion about each of the topics. Those topie)about which satisfactory
information has been gained are checked. Those which require

v furtherj.nvestigatiop, are indicateki. This discussion provides a guide
for independent reading and study of maps and models to be carried
on by the pupils the following week.

Where pliildren are working in small intereet groups, the knowl-
edge being athquired is usually checked at frequent in,tervals. After
studying a certain topic or problem for one or wveral days, each child
may report to his group, write a page for a booklet, or answer ques-
tions on a check lift.

As a unit of study draws to a close, evaluation techpiques are used
to take stock of the outcomes of the entire unit, to ascertain any
weaknesses and to plan for improvement and growth in the follow- ,
ing unit. Such evalnation experiences include pupil-teacher dis-
cussions, exhibits of accomplishments, tests,and culminating activi-
ties which involve a review 644the unit outcomm

When evaluatim 'is a continuous regular part *of the4learing
process, teachers and pupils use a variety of evaluation techniques in
the social studies.' Some of the most effective methods are described
briefly here.

Observation

. One of the best ways teachers find to evaluate the social develop-
ment and behavior of childwn is through, direct oix3ervation. They
observe them at work, at play, in the school, on the playground, and

.
in the community to determine heir problems, skills, and growth in
st,,cial living. They become aware '4a child's progress or of his,

problems with regard to cooperation, acceptance of responsibilities,
getting along with others1 and i . rd for his own and other people's..

rights. Through such observatio teachers can- detect progress and
problems in the realm of attitud and appreciation. This kind of
oWervation'may come about as he teacher oixerves a child being
faced with a sudden situation or an opportunity to protect another,
working on a connnittee, or quietly playing with another child.

I Michaelis, John U. "dal Studies for Childreis its a Democracy. e& *woodCliffs, NI.: Prentice -Halt. Inc-, 1956. Ch- 15-
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Ana lysis of Writing

Through studying the creative and work-type writing of children,*
a teacher may discover a greats deal about their interests, attitudes,
values, and degree of understanding. Occasionally an illuminating
bit, of writing is kept in a child's curntirative record, when it sheds light
on his problems or his growth. Later, other examples of his writing
may be studied and compared with this as a means of determining
his progress. Again, a teacher studies the creative or free writing
of a group or entire class to discover problems or prejudices which
the and the children should tackle; and to learn of the children's
interests, abilities, and progress, especial with regard to social
studies learning.

I

nevi/. 81w. Dopotosont of ihketation

When children disease modal duals topic., tiwir teacher can evaluate
the kuirning.

11,

Ana Iris of Spimildng

When children are engaged in discussions, work, play or social
situations, the alert teacher does a great deal of listening. He listens

litaddatosh, Mks E. Wilbebnina MIL How tip Lawn to Wrfte. Wash-
ington : Osvoninant Plinth* (Nikes 1982. 24 p. Okaktin 195$, No, 2 U.& M.
parasol* 0 lisalik liducallos; And = Wei." oft*
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for many of the same things that he finds in children's writing. In
addition he can discern various aspects of human relationships which
appear through the group process when children speak with oneapother in large or small groups. A tape recorder may sometimes
record children's discussions for use in evaluation. Through listening
to and analyzing what children say, a teacher may ascertain social
growth, insight, understanding, or lack of understanding. From a
social studies point of view, he keeps the objectives of the social
studies program, a particular unit, a special project, or an important
problem in mind as he listens and evaluates what is being said.

Analysis of Art Work

Teachers can learn a good deal about children's social attitudes,
home and community background, attitudes, and beliefs from analyz-
ing their art work' For example, attitudes toward work and workers,
minority groups, foreign peoples, religion, and other aspects of social
life are often reflected in children's drawings, pairitings, models, and
dioramas. As children have learning experiences in these fields, their
drawings tend to reflect their changing attitudes and insights; hence,
evaluation becomes possible through this medium of expression.

Use of Tests

The use of tests is often an effective aid to evaluation in the social
studies. They are especially helpful in ascertaining the amount andquality of nformation and understanding a child has acquired.

The kinds of tests that may be used in the social studies are legion.
The teacher may be as creative as he wishes in developing types oftests for varying purposes. Teacher-made tests are especially ap-propriate in the social studies. Since there is no uniform social
studies curriculum throughout, the land, the teacher of social studies
usually knows better than anyone else what has been taught and ex-
perienced in his class. He plows the broad objectives of the social
studies field; he also knows the specific objectives of the social studies

*Hill, Wilhelmina, Helen IL Mackintosh, and Arne, Randall. How Children Can BeCreative. Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1954. 24 p. (Bulletin 1954,No. 12, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, °Mee of lineation.)
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program being carried out in his classroom. From this intimate
knowledge of the social studies goals and learning experiences of the
children in his class, he can develop tests to aid him and the children
in measuring the outcomes of their study.

The informal, problem-centered, essay -type test has considerable
value. Problem-type questions concerning relatively big ideas are
prepared for the children. This kind of test provides an opportunity
for them to react to problems, indicate relationships, defend points
of view, and display understanding.

Objective tests are prepared by teachers to help them learn what
subject matter, information, and concepts have been gained by the
pupils. These may be completion, matching, true-false, or some other
t

f

Pe.
Often pupils participate in developing social studies tests. They

contribute test questions or items for quiz-type games.
Standardized tests are available in social studies. Especially are

they used when they are part of a comprehensive battery of standard-
ized tests covering all of the basic fields of elementary education.
They help teachers learn how thir pupils' scores compare with na-
tional norms. It should be kept in mind that the norms are not
standards as such. They are the point where the average or center
child stands on a nationwide sampling. A difficulty with these tests
in social studies is that with such great curriculum variation in the
social studies throughout the Nation, the social studies test for a
given grade level may not test the subject matter of the curriculum
for some States, some cities, or some local school situations. This
factor must he kept in mind when selecting and using the tests and
interpreting their results.

Summarizing Experiences

4

While evaluation is a continuous activity, the culminating activity
developed at or near the close of a social studies unit is usually highly
evaluative in nature. As children and teacher organize and pull
together the outcomes of a unit, take a look at its as a whole, and
share it with others, much appraising of what has been learned, ac-
complished, and created, is going on.

These culminating activities may take the form of an exhibit, a
dramatic production, or a social event. During this phase of learn-
ing many of the outcomes of the unit experiences are being appraised,

530(711 0 60-
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selected, or accomplished ; weaknesses are identified, and plans are
laid for future improvement and growth.

California Mato Deparinsoni a Eineatson

Ticher and pupil cooperate to evaluate what he has learned from
reading.

Pupil-Teacher Evaluation

Increasingly, pupils in modern elementary schools participate in
all phases of the learning process, from planning and carrying out
the study through evaluation. As stated earlier in this chapter,
teacher and pupils have evaluation discussions on daily, weekly,
endof-unit, and other bases. There is a continuous process of pupil-
teacher evaluation going on in many social studies programs.

In such, situations the teacher acts as a guide and leads the children
to gain skill in evaluating their work in large or small groups. He
also works with individual pupils to help them learn to evaluate
their own progress and problems. To learn ways of evaluating one's
own behavior and one's problems or progress in social studies, as
well as other subjects, is a valuable skill for every individual.
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Soclometric Tests

77

Through _tud., of child growth and developmnt, many teachers
have learned how to use sociometric tests to ascertain the quality and
characteristics of the social structure of their groups of pupils. They
give sociometric tests, make socioarams, and use these as guides for
helping children in their social relationships. From these tests they
find which children have friends, which are isolates, which are in
social groups, and which are more or 1e leaders of large or small
groups within a class. Sometimes such tests are given near the close
of a year or semester to ascertain what growth the children have at-
tained in this phase of social development.

o_



CHAPTER 7

Materi lis and Resources

AN OUTSTANDING CHARACTERIST C of the social studies
field in the United States is the wide variety of materials avail-

able to most schools. American publishers have produced, and are
continually improving, exceptionally fine series of social studies, getg-
raphy, and history textbooks for elementary pupils. Readers, science
texts, supplementary books, and children's literature (sometimes called
trade books) contain much valuable material for social studies learn-
ing. Periodicals, pictures and posters, maps and globes, films and
slides, television and radio, recordings, and community materials are
among widely-used social studies resources.

Whatever types of materials are being chosen for socia) studies, care
should be used in their selection. Representative Guideline8 f&r the
Selection of Socid Studies Materials' are presented in the Texas social
studies guide :

Adapting material to purpomit

I. Is the material related to the objective and purposes of the social stu
program?

Does it draw attention to and strenkthen significant leatnings?
will its use aid in developing an understanding and aec\eptarice of
the rights and responsibilities of the individual in American society?
Will the material contribute to the development of democratic
citizenship? A

2. will it strengthen and aid in the evaluation of the objectives and pur-
poses of the program ?

Relating material to learning
1. Does the material contribute to the solution of problems and the achieve-

ment of the learner?

1Rooksi Studies is Tow School& Texas Education A41010- Austin : in* Altelmit1958. p. 96-99.
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P-u-Sic Seikoas. reatmia Ps_

A variety of materials for learning about a new State_

I it Contribute to the improvement of critical thinking on the pa
of the individual?

3. Does it help the learner to focus his attention on key problems?

4. Is it of such nature as to contribute to the solution of real-to-the-learner
problems?

5. Will the material stimulate the interest of different individuals in the
class?

6. Is it adapted to the readiness of the group

7. Is it appropriate to the age of the group?

8. Will it provide for further development in the skills and techniques of
using instructional aids?

9. Does its use stimulate the learner to work on creative, self -essential
projects?

10, Does the material motivate learning in terms of satigfaction, succei*
and growth?

Evalua ting mntent and organization
1. Is the material factually accurate and authentic?
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Does it support the facts and data presented
3. Is it titnely and sig=niticant to the group for which it is intended?
4= Is the material arranged in such a way as to su ,t order and sequenceof factual learning's
5. Will its use assure ocmtinuits in the develornment of eon aril skills?
6. IIoes the materi 1 Ind itself to correlation within the oea1 studprogram and d TR w urkin skills acquired in other QUI) _ec- t

7. Are ideas presented in such a way as to reteet JoIca1
summari-zati=n?

C.7herkinv the p ic'al qdtjpfjb
1= Does the material excite the curiosity and inte

whom it is to be uitd
of

area s

zation ariz

pupi

2= I_)o the physical fcnture the material have edne=ational value forlearner?
Readability -&

Clearnes of pregentation
of ideas

Art raetiftnietW

1)urfihlllty

a

5

The quality of social studies texts and reference books is steadily
improving to the point when we now have some of the finest instruc-tional publications 'or children in the world. Maps and pictures are
generally of excellent quality. Subject matter is constantly being
checked for accuracy and being brought up to date. Readability of
social studies books is still a problem at certain grade levels, but im-
provements are usually attained with each revised or new book.

nxst well-supplied classrooms have either a set of up-to-date socialstudies textbooks or several sets, of from 5 to 10 each, from various
textbook series.2 In addition they frequently have a number of singlecopies of hooks related to special aspects of social studies or a unitbeing developed.

Often a set of reference books, usually one of the children's encyclo-
pedial-,3 is availible in a classroom. Children are encouraged to referto them for information and to check facts found elsewhere. Single

I Tiatbooks in Print. The American Educational Catalog. New Tork R. R.. BowkerCo., 1959. 288 p.
Theldliscyclopedia: A Key to Effective Teaching. New York American Textbook Pub-lishers Thstitute, 1958. 46 p.
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reference volumes such as the NN orld Almanac are not found so often,
art should be available in every classroom where sc ia1 studies

taught and learned. Dictionaries, including the prepaid espKia
for children, are helpful with reg-. rd to the meaning, selling, and
renunciation of words peculiar to the social studies.

'any supplementary books are use=d lii
T ez are= usually related tc the se pe car t

'ain 1r a given g ade or to a ce

la] studies instruction.
w the Alai studies

in nit hem studied. They
be about airylanes, atomic utrines Alaska. or Indians.

liv children and teacher work tither to eollKt from school
unite State. and university lil caries. as well as from homes and

ther c (Immunity sourtw, t_nct4e publications relating to their sot ial
studies unit or topic. The children themselves arrant the books in
their classroom make bibliographifti and act as cilassroom librarians.

Most render contain considerable material appropriate for social
studies. Uftei rvAsviiteki in story form. it is usually Itecuratae and may
capture the pupils- interest with a dmnatic ink act.

Poetry can contribute to the development of social studies under-
standings. It adds richness and depth to many of the concepts im-
portant to this field of learning. This is true especially in matters of
human relationships and of the individual's relations to the world
around him. Poetry is particularly effective when studvin the people

ture of another land. Itcis desirable that children *come ac-
with some poems, written by people of the country con-

that are of good literary quality and appropriate for the age
el of the children.
fang excellent volumes of children's verse are available in libraries

and from publishers. TeacheWface a challenchallenge to locate goems for
children by authors of other countriez4. when these nations are being
studied. Sometimes such poems can be readily found ; sometimes they
require considerable library research. For instance, when studying
Latin America, it is appropriate to use a little of the poetry of Gabriela
Mistral (Chile), Amado Nervo (Mexico), or Jose Santos Chocano
(Colombia) . Some very tine collections of children's verse, much of
which is applicable to social studies learning, can be obtained in in-
expensive editions.

Music books contain much material of value in the social studies.'
Songs of other lands, songs about home and community life, and
patriotic songs are among _those which can be foun for almost any

nc t
(pal
cern

social studies unit or topic.

Tooze, Ruth and Beatrice Perham Krone, Literature and Mumie as Resource* for Social
Studies. liktgl*wood Cliff* N.J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 195 4 57 p.
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Periodicals

Because the rate of change is so rapid in today's world, periodicals
serve a more important function in social studies than ever before.
They enable pupils to learn about happeningsspace flights, for-
eign news, inventions, national eventsbefore most textbooks can be
revised.

Several weekly publications are prepare(' especially for children of
the various elementary grade levels. Among theme are E.r-plorer,
N Junior Schola8tic, y eekly Reader, and °the oung
Citizen. Other children's periodicals, which contain much social
studies material, are Junior Red Croms Jaurnal cnung TV ing8 Korean
Surve, and C hildrene8 Digest.

Regular magazines and newsphpers which deal with national and
international news `KM with geographic subjects are valuable in the
social studies. Gifted children can read some of the more appropriate
content and all of the children can learn from and enjoy the pictures.
Life, Holiday, Look, and National Geographic are among magazines
of this type.

Children are encouraged to read the newspapers from the primary
grades upward. Most children can glean information and events from
newspaper reading. They probably learn to read pictures and head-
lines first, the columns later.

Pictures, Charts, and Posters

In the field of social studies, graphic materials are of tremendous
importance. Photographs are especially valuable because they are
usually accurate when well selected and up to date. Artists' drawings
in books and other publications are also of interest and value, but fre-
quently must be checked carefully by authors, editors, teachers, and
others for accuracy and appropriateness.. Increasingly a fine quality
of color photography is being used in social studies textbQoks.

Handsome charts and potters are Obtainable from airlines, steam-
ship lines, railroads, buslines, travel bureaus, manufacturers and
others. These often bring information and interest to children in a
colorful, yet inexpensive, way. For the most part, such materials
are free of cost. It is important for teachers to know of their sources 3

and to write for them.
irl111=1111111111111111111

Scholastic Teacher edition of Janitor Raholostio, News Time, and Deplores. ,annual
special issue on "Where to Find It" (currently Oct 7, 1959). New York: Scholastic
Magazines, Inc.
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Increasingly, teachers and pupils are taking their own photographs
of social studies subjects, unit activities, and things observed on field
trips. Still pictures, slidw, and moving pictures are among the types
of photography used.

Works of art or their reproductions have an important. place in the
social studies. This is especially true with regard to learning about
another country or region and its culture. The paintings or prints
of Candido Portinari (Brazil), Edouard Manet and Vincent van
Gogh (France), and Ando Hiroshige (Japan)' are illpstrative of the
type of art which can contribute depth and richness to the study of
othe4eoples and culture's.

Reproductions of fine art may be obtained from magazines, libraries,
and published volumes. Original works of art may be seen by those
children who are within visiting distance of museums andltrt

Maps and Globes

Excellent maps and globes are available for elementary grades. In
general they have been simplified, to improve use and readability,
and brought, up to date in line with world events. World maps and
globes are being used earlier in the grades than *as formuly the
case. This is in keeping with the children's earlier contact with the
world through television, travel, and other media.

Primary children usually have very simplified globes available so
that they acquire the concept of the earth as a sphere. Often these
globes are in a cradle, rather than on a metal axis, so that the children
can handle them easily.

Maps of the neighborhood and the local community are frequently
found in primary class-rooms. Sometime's the have been made by
the children a:0 sometimes have been acquired from the Chamber of
Oommerce, an oil company, or some other source.

As primary children, especially in the third grade, begin to learn
about how people live in other parts of the worldin connection with
their transportation, communication, food, clothirig, or homes units'
maps of the world are being used increasingly. These are also used
in connection with television, radio, travel, children's literature, art,
and music.

During the intermediate grades, ma are a focal point of social
studies materials. World maps and O. continue to be used, but

Takahashi, flei-Ichlro. Ando lifireMge. Rutland, Vt awl Tokyo, Jams : Charles P
*Tuttle Co., 1956. 52 prates.

40'
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they may include more details than was true of those used in primary
grade

Fourth graders will need good world* map; and globes for their
study of type lands and peoples or communities of other lands as the
theme for the year may be called. In a large number of fourth
grades, the home state is studied for a short or long period of time.
This makes necessary good state maps physical, political, road, his-
toric, picture, product, and other kinds.

In addition to world maps and globes, most fifth grades have map;
of the UnitedStates: North America, and the \Va./ern Hemisphere,
Types of United Suitt:yr-maps often used are political, physical, relief,
climate, product, railroad, highway, picture, and historical.

Sixth graders use maps similar to those used by fifth graders, but
in some States will also use maps of Latin America or the various
divisions of the Eastern liemisphem depending upon the program for
the year.

Several kinds of projections are used for the maps prepared for
elementary school children. Simplicity and accuracy an desirable.
There a=re great difficulties in showing a global world on a flat surface.
One of the oldest standard projections is the Mercator. It is used
much less now in books. and clasilro(xns than formerly because of its
distortions of areas as to size, etipecially as the a !vas are located farther
away from the equator. On the other hand, the Mercator projection
is accurate as to directions and for this reason is still much used by
navigators of planes and ships. The Lambert conical projection is
used extensively. in navigating airplanes because of its accuracy for,
a given section 'or region.

For the most past, textbook and wall maps for children are based
on projetetions which use curved lines to show latitulde and lowitude.
Such maps represent a compromise between accuracy of size and ac-
curacy of directions, iA an attempt to show the world as a curved
surface on a flat map.

It is now bible to secure relief globes in a light-weight material
on which the children may write, paint, or trace travel routes. Thew
globes are washable and placed in a cradle arrangement. so that they
are easy for children to handle.
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Rims and Slicks

Such visual aids as films, film rim and slides are especially helpful
in bringing distant places and people to oir children. They are also
very effective in showing procemot, such as how clothing or foods are
produced, which may be much more difficait to describe through the
printed word. Many historical films are also available to help chil-
dren gain an understanding of former times and how they relate to '
our lives today.

Many excellent visual aids are available from producers who
s-pecialize in educational fi lms. Teachers usually obtain them through
their school, central materials center, or university film distribution
SlArvictik. Other films, such as thovi about aviation or conservation
inav be secured from industrial or governmental sourtw.

Increasingly teacher.; are making their own moving pictures or
Aide films for their instructional work. Sometimes these are photo-
graphed 4ear school and home for specific purposes, such as demon-
strating safety eAucat ion or showing farm activities. Again they may
h taken when the ocher is traveling in more distant places which
will interest his pupils.

Television and Radio

Television is making a temarkable contribution to the social under-
standing of children by bringing to them faraway people, places, and
events. It also brings them local happenings of social significance.
At present the travel pictures,some of the better programs prepared
txspecially for children, and fiorne of the newscasts, including the
weather reports, are among those magi valuable in the social studies.

Most of the viewing of the programs is done in the horns.
Teachers and pupils keep informed of the hour and channel of ap-
propriate programs, see them where they can, and discuss them and

,otherwise relate them to their work at school.
Some school systems have experimented with social studies pro-

grams for elmentary levels as a part. of their educational television
schedules. Often these are helpful. Sometimes problems are en-
oountered. This is often the case in a school system where the curricu-
lum is rather demntralized and there is much pupil-teacher planning.
In such instances, it is difficult to plan social studies television-pro-
grams needed by all the classrooms of a system at a given time.
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StAdeats, Bottiasoni. res

Films bring India to th. classroons,

In apy case, it must be pointed out that= television does hold the
promisA for greatly enhanced social studies learning in the future, if
geographic and historical materials can be presented in effective ways.

Radio makes many cmtributions to social studies, especially in con-
nection with the news. This is also an excellent. 9Ouree for music of
various regions and countries.

Recordings

Records and tape recordings have a wide %-ariety of uses in social
studiffl. Children may listen to music, poems, or stories related to their
social studies interests. Upper grade children may hear the voices of
Presidents and listen to great American speeches by Presidents and
others.

Children make their own recording's of interviews, songs, plays, or
choral speaking. Sometimes they send these to children in other parts
of the world as part of their exchange activities.
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Pwk1/4 mss. mastoid, Tex

A cant Me helps pupils locate social studies references.

Free and Inexpensive Materials

The amount of free and inexpensive materials available to teachers
and pupils is amazing. The main thing is to know the sources of this
res*rvoir of material for social studies teaching and learning.

One teacher of a two-room rural school in New Hampshire has an
extensive collection of materials for conwrvat ion etiucation. Many of
these are free and inexpensive. They are well organized for use of the
olass: The teacher has attended a conservation education workshop,
where she learned about numerous sources of free and inexpensive ma-
terials in this field.

Aviation, railroads, busses, the trucking industry, ship lines, travel
bureaus, chambers of commerce, embassies, and industries, are some of
the sources of free and inexpensive materials, and there are many
more.?

I Free and ineepentire
Field Services, George Pea

U Material& Nashville, Tam. : Division of Surveys and
7 College 1959. 25. p.
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It is important that teachers acquire such materials line with the
nos, interests; and maturation levels of their pupils. Also the ma-
terials should be evaluated carefully, as is true of any materials, for
accuracy, ease of use, and significant social studies concepts.

Community a a s

All communities are rich in vial studies materials of one kind or
another. They have homes and schools, stores and libraries.
office and railroad station or airport. Many communities have govern-
ment centers, city hall, or court house.

Historical materials abound in most communities, though it is often
necessary for pupils and teachers to bring them to light. They may
consist of pictures or documents, old furniture or clothing, dishes or
other family treasures.

Geographic materials or realia surround every school in varying de-
gree . There are hills, valleys, gullies, plains, and often mountains,
canyons, mmls, buttes, coastlines, rivers, streams, forests, fields, and
conservation problems and projects. One has only to look out the
window to observe weather phenomena and signs of .._4asonal change.

Communities are rich in human resources. Primary grade children
learn much from and about the various people in the community who
work to help us- policemen, doctors, nurses, firemen, grfwers, librar-
ians, carpenters, contractors, and many others. They study directly
the local means of transportation, communication, sources of food,
clothing, and how other life necessities are provided in their
community.

Children as Resources

Each child is it` social studies resource himself. He brings to the
class experiences from his own background of living, his thoughts, his
creative abilities.

With our increasingly mobile population (of which approximately
one-third change places of residence each year), most of out children
have had many experiences in travel and in living in different places.
It is astonishing to discover how many elementary school children have
traveled or lived in some other country. Whether studying but
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regions of the United States or other countries, th children can con-
tribute information, accounts of their own experiences and otrva
Cons, and realia and printed materials brought from these play
They can also assist with valuable contacts when a class wishes to
develop an exchange of letters, albums, art work; or hobbies with chil-
dren of another area or country-.

The child many also be consider i the central material, as it were,
r learning experiences involving human relations. Here it is the

is ldren themseivm and the ways in which they come. to cooperate
t work and playttogether, to assume responsibilities for group con
Berns, and to respect one another, whit comprise the basic material of
the socializing experiences provided in a social studies program.

Materials Developed by Children

1

In connection with their social studies experiences, children develop
numerous materials which are used by their own class, thareki with
other.claw, placed in a school library, or sent to children of another
state or country. Many booklets are developed as class projects when
children are carrying out social studies units. Usually every child
of the clams has the opportunity to do some of the writing or art work.
A great deal of creativity- is usekl in the develoinnent of such booklet&
They often contain factual material and storim poems, and songs cre-
ated by the children. Sometimes the art work is three-dimensional
and may even pop up when a page is turtle

Some studies-of local history have resultekl in such excellent written
accounts as to warrant their being published or mimeographet1 for
children of other cla.ws and for others in the community. One fourth-
grade c1a of Smithsburg, Md., did such an excellent piece of work in
"digging up" the history of their Blue Ridge Mountain area, that their
writing on the subject was mimeographed by the county school system
for use throughout the entire county. These children had visited

.

historic spots, interviewed. many citizens, eapetially the older ones, who
knew a great deal of the local history handed dawn in their families,
and had read as many publications dealing with their local history as
could be locateti. They made a real contribution to their community
and their county through their historical study and their written
report.

During the Lincoln Sesquicentennial obeervanm of 1958-1960,
children have been encorrrage4 to write* or prepare poems, stories,
songs, pictures, plays, or television programs about Abraham Lincoln.

r
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In the forms of creative expression the children have been encour-
a+-reki to explain "What Lincoln means to me" or to tell about som
aspect of his Me or ideals which interests them.r4 The same kind
creative writ Ong and programs is frequently developekr by children
in connoction with the study of other great Americans.

Claw En ronment

The way in NA ich a classroom is arrange(' has a remendaus ef
fect on the w__)cal studies experiences of children. When a new unit
of study is ting under way, the teacher -"sets the siage" and ar-
ranges many interesting pictures, posters, maps, retAlia, and re din
materials in the room to 'capture the pupils' interest and to serve as
resource materials as the children move ahead with their study. At
other times teachers us* the "bare stage" technique, b_eginning a unit
with little or no materials a N'a liable. Then the collection, display-, and
arrangement of the materials becomes a project for the entire class,
Both techniques, or various degrees between thee two, are effective
when skilfully used.

The arrangement of seating in a classroom greatly a e :is the tic_i

studies experiences of children. Modern teachers use different kinds
of arrangements in accord with the types of activities being carrie
out. Flexible wating equipment is favored almost universally. The
chairs and tables are so arranged as to facilitate both large and small
group activities. This has considerable effect on children's part icipa-
tion in the social studies discu%ions. Much better discu%ion can be
attained where the children can see the faces of the with whom they
will he communicating. When working in small groups on various
aspects of a social studies unit, children are likely to be seated in small
circle, square, or triangular arrangements. When the whole class
involved in a discussion of any length, t fir seats may be moved into
a circular, fan-shaped, diagonal, or w -shaped arrangement.
These kinds of seating arrangements are fotind to be much more '6on-
ducive to good discussion than havingg the children seated in rows
where they face only the teacher.

A social studies reading center is very helpful when children are
in a unit or other type of social studies experience. Often

this is arranged in the corner of a room where there are book shelves,

Hill, Wilhelmitia. "Observing the Lincoln Sosquieenteneital Eleumtfu7 SetroaanElementary English, 41 :93-96 February. 1959.
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reading table, and some chairs. Often there is a file or bihliogniphv,
ade by the chil Jilin, where the readings related to the unit or topic

re listed with page references. Pupil lammans t itke t ii rtis in looking
icier this center.

tie or more bulletin hoards tTer wonderful opportunities for
V of s4xeial sttidti. materials, children work. and current atTairs

rnaterials. Pupil committees learn how to arrange and keep the }lune-
!in 0.01-irds up to date for their social tudies interests.

dequate sill,
la: for effect iv

giot and rpference in

!IAN a nuijor res -)onsibility in their care, orderly arrangement. and

The room where childmn arer ei,ctiii niged to have rich experiences
the social studies should hiti flexible furniture and seat ing arrange-

Aleut, readily available anti orderly care of materials and supplie
3 !I -lorful interesting materials and --xhibits which Ny I 1 1 ct pt tire the

erest of boys and girl s. Such a rx)oni also rkt-s ti e 1if of the
,e.icher more stinitilat ing and enriched.

Using Instructional Materials

The materials which have value for utile: instruct ioi
numerous and varied. Him they art used determines whether or
not 90eis1 studies goals are reached. The Texas social studies guide
provides useful Guidelinex for I'xing lriAtrut Matt rit is: 9

Materials

The succesi4til use of materials by teachers and pupils will involve-
1. Selecting a with variety of reading materials for the classrivinn--4ext-

book4, supplementary readers, encyclopedias and ether maferenee hooks,
magazines, pamphlets, newspapers

2. Planning subject matter that relates to everyday experiencesfield
trips. camping aetivities, family tript4. community resqiurces----1-No4h nat-
ural and human

3. Capitalizing on use of audiovisual aids--objectn, models, films. film-
strips, television, I(1u1, maps, glotpet.-4, charts, graphs

4. Letting the ways in which learning takes place help determine the kinds
of instructional materials used

a. Recognizing individual abilities and ititerests in selecting materials
8. Developing awareness of audience appeal in different kinds of materials

'Texas Education Agpney, op. oft., p. 99-101.
530711 0-60- 7
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Exhibiting work in a variety of ways inciluaing bulletin board displays
murals, charts
E`mvtiasizing the value derived from learnin through sk)Iving real life
problems

9. Acquiring technique in t4e use of the library and resource matorlals

10. Giving opvkkrtunities to waft on self-initiated projects
11= Kt eptng pribgress harts on work and making frequent rei vrts to t tai

group
NN' it coolwratively with othvrs in shariu and using materials

13. Including parent.- in selectinx and using instructional mateTtals
14_ Providing materials that will encoumge criatiVefies
15_ Adapting materials to the learning situation thrc h pur41-teachur

planning which involves
Deciding why a eerta i n unit or problem has
Deciding on how to initiate the unit

Clarifying purpose

Planning content
Suggesting acti ities and materials
Locating int rmation
Contributing enriching materials
Using individual initiative in selection of n-naterials
Summarizing the activity in 11 ht of all materials used

16. AdaPting materials to an effective Olysical envin-mment ft* learning
Furniture sufficiently flexible to etwourago informal discussion
Reading material an open shelve , or in a setting easily accessible
to children. (If reference books are shared. a wheeled cart
should be supplied for moving materials between station&
Maps, charts, and globes on eye level of children
Bulletin boards and flannel hoards to care for class needs
Audiovisual equipment ac eAA-hie with appropriate lighting facili-
ties

y aiiee for class projects and pupils' "show and t 1"

Center for arts and handicr4fts with ample space for., murals
and friezes
Storage repave for work supplies.

1



CHAPTER 8
4

The Teacher of Social Studies

REPARING for the social udies part of his teaching and being
ready for the daily cballes in this field is an exciting adventure

or ale teaklier. He travels to piact-Ni of geographic and historic
r _, explores mulwiuns and urt galleries, watches television, listens,

to radio and hi-ti, studies; the social sciences and child development;
rt-NAds widely. Ile becomes skilleAl in obtivrving. and in corn-

municatingAlven in fm-eign langliag Many of his leisure time
interems, such as photography, dancing, or writing, not only are en-
joyable, but can contribute oonsidembly to his competene in social
studi teciling.

Educational Experiences for Teachers

The teacher of _social st=udies in elementau ryes develops atpare-
ne_t*- of everything about him. As he ow about his community, he
tylitn-cks clix?.*Iy the basic aspects of living. He pays special attention
to prareAs: how things are done, how they are made, what makes
them go, what makes up their structure and fundamental character-
istics. He notices how bricks are put together in the walls of a haus*
and inquiry about how the electricity from the trolley of a streetcar
completes the nectzkry circuit.. Ile looks for relationAhiperthe re-
lation of man to his environment, of clothing to weather, of population
mobility to family life, of water suWly to productivity. He okAerves
the roles of people in the community and many of the ways in which
they cooperate to make their town a good place in which to live. Thew
things are the "gtuff" of social studies, especially in primary and
middle grades.
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The stepped-up rate of change in world events--technological, social,
and otherwise---makes it imperative that the teacher keep as well in-
forthed and up to date-as possible. Often he must reacli out thead of
his textbooks and eours of Audy and teach of roma developments,
such as mangy attempts to penetrate space, before it is possible for the
books to be written or revised.

How mn blmy teacher do all of the thinp implied abmiet
II° Need fhb' be a burdeft or can it be a way of Wet

An enriched way of hyping can be a rpality for the teacher of social
studies. He can venture into some of the nicer faimulating, a4ven-
turous, and enjoyable experiem-xvi. lie can explore aviation and space
age developments; he can fathom the secirets of the sea through skin
diving; he can create some of his ownsocial .studies materials through
photography, painting, writing; or making tape recordings.. He can
guide children to think critically and to solve problems in various
areas. of social living.

No teacher is likely to do all of the things mentioned in Vila chapter,
but each can have wxne of the ezperiencei chticribed. Each teacher
should select thosE, experiences related to social science competency
which will beet fit his own experiences, abilities, and skills. He should
aim for balantedgiving, with some activities that are sheer fun, social
in nature, and creative; tliat>involve work with the hands, or lead
definitely toward professional advancement.

Ati-the teacher goes about the busin'e..% of living, he can constantly
improve his backg'round for social studies teaching, if he will keep
this inte'rest. alive and make himself sensitive to children's concerns,
if he wiles alert for opportunities aid will 'see their relationship to
his work. When he plans a summer vacation, begins work for a
graduatil degree, or decide on a TV channel, h often chooses thQse
things which have social si gnificance and which will enhance his
teaching.

Tray's'

One of the most enjoyable and rewarding experiencits. for teachers
of social studies is that of travel. Elementary teachers can gain a
tremendous amount- of geographic and historical knowledge from
travel in the United States and abroad. Of course this means that
they really' look for such things as they travel, and do a good deal of
related reading and inquirrbathikfore and after their trips. Photo-
graphs and pictures, maps, and booklets can be mide or collected on
thetours.
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_

. rfyilm A.
Exchangs toothiw trims England tons Misut her country.

Same of them social studies outcom can come about from travel
that is mainly recreational. When the earlier travels to the beach,
the uiountains, or a lake region, he cari gain a great-deal of useftil
understalidig and even collect ma-terials while he is enjoying hia
leisure time. For exatnple, at the befih, he can oben-te children's
interesis and behavior and sea and shore ))henomena.g Some 'can be
photographed or painted. Others form the basis for stories he will
write or tell his pupils. Mountain trips are most-enjoyable, especially
if climbing, camping, bird watching, and nature hikes are included.
Related hobby interests in observing, photographing, and eollecting
provide fine social studies materials to bring to children for enrich-

,ment and instructional purposes.
Foreign travel is increasingly possible for teachers. Neighboring

countries, such as Canada, Mexico, andethe Caribbean lands, depend-
ing on location of the home base, should not be overlooked. Often
travel to such places is kiss expensive than making all if one's vaca-
tion trips in our own country, important and thrilling as this may be.

The Division of Travel Service of the Natiimal Education Associa-
tion arranges foreign and U.S. travel projects of varying prices and
extent. Increasingly toachers are wearing positions for a year or more

V

a

a

-
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in another country. This is made possible through the Fulbright and
other teacher exchanges and grants.

Much of the travel indicated here is exciting, adventuresome, and
full.of fun. Teachers returning from such experiences are usually
much better equipped for their social studies teaching.

, Study

21;

Real professional development and advancement can be attaintd
through study as in no other way. After graduation and the first

. years of teaching, it is important to keep up to date in the fields
of child development, social science, and education, if a teacher is to
become increasingly skillful and grow in the profession.

Summer schools and extension courses are available in most parts
of the country. Special workshops, such as those in conservation,
social studies, aviation education, and instructional problems are often
organized to meet special needs of educators. A teacher may take most
of these courses and workshop programs for credit toward a ,degree.
This will give better direction to his study and should ultimately
result in improved professional ability and often advancement.

In order that the teacher's social studies instruction and curriculum
work may be improved through continued study and advanced degrees,
it is desirable that he do some work in social science. This might in-
clude courses from such fields as anthropology, sociology, geography,
history, political sciefice, economics, and others. It will probably in-
clude basic graduate courses in education and might well include one
or more advanced courses in the teaching otsocial studies, geography,
or history. Child growth and development courses, institutes, and
workshops are also most valuable to social audies teachers. A good
balance between subject matter and education courses is highly de-
sirable for the well prepared teacher.

At no time in a teacher's career should he feel that he has studied
enough. Advanced degrees merely open a multitude of doors to
further knowledge and study. And lest all this seem rather weighty
to the uninitiated, it may be pointed out that developing an i4quiring
mind and a scholarly way of life can be exciting, enjoyable, and re-
warding. The person eager for knowledge and intellectual pursuits
fieldoni grows bored and disinterested with regard to his teaching and
living. He develops a creative approach to learning which continues
with him throughout hi!.! life.
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Television and Radio

97

The media of television and radio provide a teacher with a rich
source of social studies material. From these he keeps up to data with
current affairs. Television brings world leaders and their ideas and
faraway plices into his living room.

Effective scheduling of one's viewing and listening time is of central
impcirtance, so that a busy teacher's time is given mainly to the most
significant programs. On Sunday afternoons there are usually tele-
vigion progrgms dealing with subjects of social science interest, with
panels and speakers who are often among the leaders in their field or
position. A few programs such as "High Road" present excellent
geographic accounts and pictures.

Many of the better television dramas deal with social pioblems.
Even some of the primarily entertainment or variety programs often
present such performers as Russian .dancers, Japanese actors and
dancers, and Ainerican folk singers and dancersall of which pro-
vide background for social studies teaching.

PhotogrimihY
0

The teacher with a camera wha really enjoys photography may turn
this interest to invaluable account in his social studies teaching. He
can photograph children at home, school, and play in America and
foreign countries. He can take pictures 'of famous scenes, historic
and geographic, and capture the life of a region or country with
his lens.

As a teacher's skill and interest in photography grow throughout
his lifetime, he will gradually progrefit from black and white still pic-
tures to colored photographs and slides and finally perhaps to moving
pictures. This hobby interest can add much to his teaching. The
teacher who develops this art and uses it effectively and engagingly in
his teaching is likely to be one long remembered by his pupils.

Work Experiences

In order that not alr6f his experiences will be academic in nature,
it is well for a teacher to spend some time in other kinds of work,
including work with the hands. This will help him to develop as a
well- rounded person ; it will also give him a better knowledge of work
and workers,
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Some teachers like to use some of their summer vacations to work on
it farm, help at fa camp or resort, lead a tour, or do some other work
that will be interesting and at the same time will broaden their under-..
standingebof different ways 111 which peOple make a living. This gives
greater insight into social problems, agricultural or business or in-
dustrial processes, and labor-management relations.

Gardening and cooking are two home-type work activities which
provide pleasure, exercise, creativity, and work with the hands. They
help a teacher to lead a life of well-balanced activities. A good deal
of the skills and knowledge gained has value for those who teach
conservation of natural resources and units on food and marketing.

Those teachers skilled in writing sometimes find writing or editorial
work with newspapers, magazines, television stations, or with pro-
ducers of educational or other films. This kind of experience can also
be the beginning of continuing experiences in writing and editing
social studies and other materials throughout a teacher's career.

The Arts

Experiences in a 'variety of the arts improve a teacher's ability to
guide children in this aspect of their social studies program. It will
give him many hours of enriched leisure time activity. A teacher
should not try to do everything at one time in his life. One year he
may be developing his interest and skill in Western or Latin American
dancing. Another year he may be learning and perfecting his skill
in ceramics. Again he may be participating in a little theater project
or a choral group.

Interior decorating of the teacher's own home or apartment is a
very rewarding experience. Similarly, good techniques of interior
decorating should be used in the arrangement, use of wlor, and other
aspects of the room and schoOl where he teaches.

Some of the more passive experiences in the arts are thoroughly
enjoyable in a teacher's life and at the same time contribute greatly
to his ability to include the cultural aspects of our society and of other
countries in his social studies teaching. Among these are attending
concerts, listening to hi-fi, visiting art galleries, or going to the theatre.

3

Sporb and Osstdoor Acthrftles

Sports and other active leisure time activities do a great deal for
teacher personally, and give him added understanding and insight into
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this great area of leisure time, which is becoming more and more ink.
portant as automation increases. Water sports and related activities
have become increasingly popular in our countryall along our coasts
and islands, in the lake country, in the Soutil where outdoor pools may
be used throughout the year, and farther North where indoo; or out-
door pools are used, depending on the weather. Swimming, beach hik-
ing and sunning are probably the most popular water sports activities.
But each year sees enthusiasm growing rapidly for skindiving, boat-

. ing, and water skiing. Fishing has long been a popular and widely
practiced sport in this country. Observations of what children and
families do at beach or other recreation areas are most helpful' to the
social studies teacher *ho deals with units on vacation fun, confer-
vation, etc.

Mountain sports and activities are available for those who are for-
tunate enough to live in or near mountain areas. -Others reach these
favored spots by car, bus, train, or plane.

Mountain climbing, camping, hunting, fishing, skiing, photography,
nature study, conservation projects, bird watching, and flower iden-
tification are among the most enjoyable recreational activities in the
mountains. Teachers' workshops are often held in mountain or on-
shore areas whenever this is possible, and adequate time is scheduled

4
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Teachlw and AHi 0. talk about their sounnsar fun.
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for a few of the water or mountain area sports and activities. Often
as much social studies or science understanding and information can
be obtained, in this way as through lectures and discussions.

There is much to be said for walking, hiking, and picnicking in the
areas near one's home. Needed exercise and observation of the 9aviron-
ment result. Weekend trips, long the custom in British life;are be-
coming increasingly popular in the United States. They provide a
teacher, or any other person, with an excellent change or break from
his major work responsibility and bring him back to his classroom on
Monday refreshed and full of new experiences and observations, many
of which are sure to be related to social studies.

Most teachers engage in one or more sports games. Among those
most popular are bowling, tennis, golf, and handball. Participation
in these sports activities gives a teacher necessary derail* and makes
his treatment of sports as & leisure time activity more vivid and dra-
matic in his social studies teaching.

Reading

Wide reading is a must for teachers of the social studies. Nes-
papers, magazines, and books hdp him keep informed of world
developments and add depth to his understanding of social science.
The availability of excellent reading materials is so great in our time
that a teacher needs to use considerable skill in selecting the important
from the unimportant as he plans his round the-clock reading pro-
gram. This should not be allowed to develop in a hit-or-miss fashion
else much of the teacher's available reading time can be lost on trivia.
One type of reading which can add tremendously to' the quality of
social studies teaching is background reading on the subject of a unit
being taught or one to be taught later in the year. This gives the
teacher a wealth of information and understanding upon which to
draw as he develops his social studies units with children.

Writing

Writing has been mentioned eatlier in this bulletin in connection
with work experiences. Now it might well be viewed in a broader
professional context. Authoring materials for children or teachers
is a most important and rewarding experience in may ways. Storim
or otiUr social ies reading materials may be prepared forone's
own pupils. A. they may be prepared for the children of one's
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school system.' Wh sufficient skill in this type of writing is at-
tained, it is often possible to write for a children's magazine,' for a
newspaper read by children, or for a publisher of children's books and
textbook&

Writing for teacheis has much value for the essional develop-
ment of the author when he shares his ideas, ezperients, and experi-
ences in teaching with others, and such writing has much value for
the numbiws of teachers sand educators who may read his article,
bulletin, or yearbook section. It is possible to submit articles to a
number of journals which publish writing that deals with the social
studies. Among the are likely to be the education association journal
of a State and such national journals as Social Education, Childhood
Education, Journal of Geograpky, National Education Association
Journal, Grade Teacher, or Instnietor. Before sending an article to
the editor of one of the journals, it would, be nectssary to study the
publications at home, school, or the library to learn which one carries
articles of the type thak has been written. A letter to the editor to
see whether he is interested in seeing the manuscript is often advisable.
Also it should be kept in mind that editors of most of these journals
have publication plans and schedules and may not be able to include
an article that deals with a divergent subject. Hence, a few lessee
should be examined to see whelei each deals with a special topic or
with a variety of topics.

Profeasionii Organization

Active membership in professional organizations is an important
aspect of a teacher's development in education as a career.' By
"active" membership is meant attendance at regional or national con-
ferences, cominittee work, serious study of timi organizations' publica-
tions, contributions of articles or bibliographies to the publications,
participation in programs, arranging exhibits, providing hospitality
for conferenc, or foreign educators, and many other kinds of partici-
pation activities. Through thee means a teacher becomes better
acquainted with the programs 4nd people of his 'profespion. He is
better able to play a significant role in education in his own classroom,
school, city, State, and Nationand even internatiofally.

2 ifts Promo** ftedel litsass Swiss ti keekisb)b, Ma Preadese (u.) Mailed
Dhltriet. Sas Premises: The &lied District 111411-41. SS pb seek
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Some of the most appropriate and helpful professional organiza-
tions for the elementary school teacher concerned with the social stud-
ies are general in nature and some more specialized. A few of these.
organittitions and the addresses of their headquarters are listed follow-
ing this paragraph. It must be understood that the list,is brief and
not inclusive. Of course, few people would wish to become active
members in all these organization& Rather, most must make selez-
tions in terms of their major interests. However, it is important to be
acquainted with the work and the publications of all these groups.
Membership can be secured by writing to the organization for member-
ship blanks and brochures and by sending the necessary membership
dues.

Some organizations about which teachers of social studies should be
informed or which they may wish to join and become active in are the
following:

National Education Association
1201 Sixteenth Street, NW.
Washington 6. D.C.
National Collodi for the Social Studies
1201 Sixteenth Street, NW.
Washington 6, D.C.

National Cassell for Geographic Rducation
450-454 Ahnalp Street
Menasha, Wis.
Association for Childhood EdNeationa I lions!
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, NW.
Washington 16, D.C.

Conservotioti Education Association
c/o Dr. Wilson F. Clark
Eastern Montana College of Education
Billings, Mont_

Association for Supervision and Currkit isms Development
1201 Sixteenth Street, NW.
Washington 8, D.C.

National Aviation lidscation Counell
1025 Oonnectkut Avenue, NW.
Washington 6, D.C.
Your State education-association

Social Experiences

The teacher of social studies needs a variety of social experiences
not only for his own well-balanced living, but also for greater insights
and skills in social processes end for acquaintance with many kiwis
of people. It is highly desirable that he know people of many walks
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of life, from various ethnic and socioeconomic groups; and by all
means those from other countries. A great deal about our American
people can be learned by conversing with taxi drivers, salespeople,
builders, doctors, neighbors, professmis, authors, and government
workers and officials. All these kinds of people, and many more, can
contribute a mat deal of understanding about our American culture
and society.

We have a tendency to associate with people. of our own type, and
even of our own profetsion, to the exclusion of others, Educators
often like to gvet, together and talk shop. This is important 'and
enjoyable, but a well-rounded teacher will have friends and will
socialize with people from various fields of business and profeittions.

A wonderful opportunity for enriched living and learning arises,
when foreign educators or ocher visitors from , oonu) to our
communities. Not only may we meet them at who :and meetings,
but we may invite them to visit our homes. This is a type of experi-
ence they appreciate most and one of the most enjoyable and valuable
for u& The entertainment or the home may be simple. It is the
good will and hospitality that counts Such visits, in many instances,
are followed up by long-time exchanges of omespondence, educa-
tional puMications, Christmas cards, and, when awropriate, ex-
changves between the pupils of the foreign visitor and the teacher
host, or hostess.

It would seem desirable- for a teacher of social studies to home a
balanced social life---to give and go to an occasional dinner, luncheon,
or party ; in general to have many friends and to have a good supply
of fan in his life. This makei; for good teacher personality it also
helps a thacher understand the importazwe of these elements in the
social development of his pupil&

Cernnumity Projects

To attain the hest understanding of coniintmity life, to be a really
active participant in community affairs, a teacher of social studies
might well take part in mitt or more community project& These may
be projects developed by club, church, profesional, or youth groups.
It is lava for towhee,' to beoome a bask part of community life as
do people from other professions and businesses. Teaching itself is
bat* and highly important, but the teacher must participate in other
aspects of the social and service part of community life if to is to
understand thoroughly and become identified with time other aspects
of his community.

=
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From the topics and suggestions mentioned, the teacher of social
studies may draw ideas of ways to imprcive his teaching and to develop
his career in- the educational profession. Repeatedly it has been
pointed out Witt the experiences which make a good teacher of social
studie4 are enjoyable and lead to a rich life.

Do not be dkrouniged by the numbers of suggestions presented in
this chapter for the teacher. No one teacher is likely to do of these
things. And no one should ittempt two many at a given time A
fine balance of activities is the thing. Don't leave the major awes-
tions of this chapter to chance. Work out a design for livingow
that.will inststv professional growth and one that will be personalii
satisfying, stimulating, and enjoyable.

Prit-Servke Education for Social Studies Tom/shit

Most of the suggestions in this chapter apply in one way or another
to the undergraduate student who has chosen elementary education
for a career. Some_suggestions which have grown out of developing
Mende in teacher education are to have early experiences with children
during the college years (observations, child study, club mum etc.)
and to acquire a good psychological and child development back=
ground for working with children.

Try to gain I' broad liberal, arts education in the areas of social
science, the humanities, and the sciewes. Some students preparing
for eaementary school teaching now chows an area major rather ihan
one in a single subject. In such canes they also try to have a few
courses in each of the other areas, since elementary curricula cover
broad Heide. Because of the nature of elementary social studies,
counges in geography, history, social science, economics, sociology,
and anth logy -will be especially helpful in one's teaching.'

Basic ucation courses, including student teaching, are funda-
mental for all eienvintary teacheri It is important that the prospec-
tive teiAer learn how to plan and teach social itudies or integrated
unite at some point in his training. Either as an undorgraduate or
graduate, the student will find that a come in methods at teaching
the social ladies is helpful. And a course in teaching geography

-will supply the 4:saw with increiised unkir*anding of the geo-
graphic part of his teaching responsibilities (map reading, geographic
concepts, inignutional techniques) and how to carry it on.

I BM Wilhelm's& "Prepuatiss st Bisiseatem Timbers aw ileelil Stadiss." rhoANWISIII et reacher Biksesilios, 4 : STS-ITS. Dessmilosr ISS&
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This publication can give teachers, supervisors, and curriculum
workers (1) information about widespread practioee and trends in
the social audios, and (2) ideas for developing and improving social
studies programs from the descriptions or summaries of develop-
ments in various cities and States, as well as from tiw literature quoted
or cited. Several of the footnotes are included to provide sources
of additional information on a subjects well a$ to give documenta-
tion for it. ne bibliography which follows includes many excellent
and most recent publications which can be of value to persons work-
ing to improve social studies programs.

From this bibliography a teacher or student may find titles of vol-
umes to borrow from a library.to to add to his own professional book-
shelf.. College and university professors may wish to use the bibliog-
raphy as an additional, source list 'of references for their library
shelves and for their students. It may also serve the staff of an ele-
mentary school as an aid in developing a collection of books to im-
prove its social studies program.

When all is said and done, it is the teacher who determims how all
the wealth cif materials and all the good ideas that have been devel-
oped can be used to make the field of social studies live up to its
possibilities and responsibilities in the broadest sense. It is the teacher
who holds a strategic position in guiding the learning experiences of
children. He can accomplish much toward continuous improvement
in social studies programs for children.

4
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